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INTRODUCTION 
An awareness of earthquakes and their possible effects upon the nation's 
infrastructure is critically important to the public, and in particular, to 
public officials. The nation's highway system is one of the most important 
components of the infrastructure. After the occurrence of an earthquake, the 
highway system is the primary mode of transporting emergency supplies and 
services into an affected area. Thus, it is important to catalog the important 
components of the highway system and attempt to anticipate the possible damage 
to these components from an earthquake. 
Western Kentucky is in a high risk seismic zone. In 1811-1812, three of 
the most severe earthquakes in American history shook the country. The 
location of these quakes was near a small town on the Mississippi River where 
the states of Kentucky and Missouri share a border, as shown in Figure 1. It 
is this river town, New Madrid, Missouri, that is the namesake of a region now 
regarded by seismologists and disaster response planners as the most hazardous 
earthquake zone east of the Rocky Mountains - the New Madrid seismic zone. 
In addition to these three great earthquakes, there are several other 
well documented factors demonstrating the susceptibility of the New Madrid 
region to the recurrence of major earthquakes. Through a decade of extensive 
research, an ancient crustal rift has been found to underlie the relatively 
shallow sediments comprising the region's surface. This type of geologic 
structure is prone to seismic activity. The New Madrid rift has been 
identified as being of sufficient size to generate major earthquakes. Further 
evidence of the area's seismicity is the record of over 2,000 earthquakes 
detected in the zone since 1974. Though most have been of a magnitude below 
the threshold of human perception, their existence clearly indicates the high 
level of seismic activity occurring in the zone. 
SeismologistsUI have calculated the probabilities of recurrence of 
sizeable earthquakes in the New Madrid rift zone. The probability of a 
magnitude 6.3 earthquake (Richter scale) within 50 years is from 86 to 97 
percent. The probability of that same earthquake occurring within the next 15 
years is from 40 to 63 percent. 
The probability of a magnitude 7.6 earthquake occurring within 50 years 
is from 19 to 29 percent. The probability for this size earthquake occurring 
within 15 years drops to a range of 5. 4 to 8. 7 percent. 
For a given earthquake, effects at a given location are described by the 
Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) scale which ranges from I (no damage and 
felt only by instruments) to XII (total destruction), in Appendix N. Values of 
MMI associated with the 1811-1812 earthquakes are shown in Figure 2. The 
potential for damage and destruction from earthquakes in the region is 
significant. 
In 1982, the Governor's Task Force on Earthquake Hazards and Safety was 
created to evaluate Kentucky's earthquake risk and to make recommendations for 
responding to those risks. This task force recommended increased public 
awareness and education programs, improved emergency response planning and 
1 
• Numbers in the map indicate 
the acceleration coefficients 
Figure 1. Location of New Madrid Seismic Zone 
Figure 2. MMI Scale for New Madrid Seismic Zone 
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New Madrid Seismic Zone 
training, improved building codes and seismic restraint designs, 
other mitigation measures, and participation in national 
earthquake forums and funding programs. 
evaluation of 
and regional 
In 1984, Governor Collins created the Governor's Earthquake Hazards and 
Safety Technical Advisory Panel (GEHSTAP) to analyze scientific and 
engineering data regarding seismic risks in Kentucky and to make specific 
recommendations on mitigation, public awareness, response planning, and policy 
development for public health and safety. The States are dependent upon their 
highway systems for the movement of goods and services. Due to the possible 
adverse effects a major earthquake could have on this system, the Earthquake 
Stability and Transportation Subcommittee (ESTS) of GEHSTAP was formed. 
ESTS encouraged Kentucky Transportation Cabinet officials to secure 
funding for generating and implementing an earthquake hazard mitigation plan 
in an attempt to safeguard the highway system against catastrophic earthquake 
failure. As a result, Cabinet officials commissioned Kentucky Transportation 
Center investigators at the University of Kentucky to analyze and assess the 
possible effects of an earthquake on highway facilities. The study area 
includes the 26 western-most counties in Kentucky that are adjacent to the New 
Madrid seismic zone. To date, one of the results of this study has been the 
recommendation that over 1,000 miles of highways in the study area be utilized 
as emergency or "priority" routes. These would be the primary routes used for 
transporting emergency supplies and personnel after an earthquake. Also, it 
is anticipated that these would be the first routes repaired after an 
earthquake. 
INITIAL TASKS 
The initial task in identifying these priority routes was to decide where 
they should begin; that is, in the event of a major earthquake, the point at 
which the transport of goods and services would originate. Ideally, the city 
chosen should possess the following attributes: 
1. Sufficient size to contain all necessary personnel, supplies, and 
facilities to respond quickly to a major emergency; 
2. Proximity to the high hazard area to speed the relief effort but not so 
close as to suffer the same high risk potential; 
3. Easy access from other major cities in the State; and 
4. Sufficient routes to provide relatively direct access to all 26 high-risk 
counties. 
The city best fitting these criteria is Bowling Green. Located at the 
eastern edge of the earthquake zone in Warren County, Bowling Green meets both 
the size criterion (population 40,450) and the accessibility criterion 
(Louisville and Nashville via Interstate 65 and Lexington via the Bluegrass 
Parkway). Bowling Green provides access to the 26-county area via US 68/KY 80; 
this road was chosen as the main east-west artery because it crosses Lake 
Barkley and Kentucky Lake upstream from the darns impounding those bodies of 
water. 
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As a first step towards establishing an overall policy for earthquake 
hazard mitigation in the highway system, these priority routes have been 
----------'lv¥.is31UfiaillllljY'---.!S;{UifF"'V'eecyyeead------and all natllf'-al at:ld man made features along these routes 
that are considered seismically significant were cataloged. With this 
information, a realistic and cost-effective plan for "hardening" these routes 
against earthquakes may be established. 
In 1988, an interirz report entitled "Earthquake Hazard Mitigation of 
Transportation Facilities" 21 was submitted (Research Report UKTRP-88-2), and 
in 1989, individual research reports for each of the 26 counties in the study 
area were published (Research Reports KTC-89-4 through KTC-89-29). An 
additional report was issued for priority routes in Northern Tennessee 
(KTC-89-41). The reports list and discuss all natural and manmade features 
that were logged along the priority routes that are considered seismically 
significant such as bridges, dams, pipelines, buildings, trees, high fills, 
faults, rock cuts, etc. Bridges form the critical links on the priority routes 
and thus need to be protected from the earthquake damages. 
SEISMIC RETROFITTING 
The seismic retrofitting is one solution for minimizing the hazard for 
existing bridges on the priority route system. Theoretically, most of the 
bridges on the priority routes need to be retrofitted. However, not all 
bridges can be retrofitted simultaneously. The most critical bridges should be 
retrofitted first. The priority order of bridge retrofitting requires an 
appreciation for the economic, social, administrative, political and practical 
aspects of the problem, as well as engineering aspects. The order of 
retrofitting priority presented in this report will provide important and 
helpful information for the decision-making process, but will not necessarily 
dictate the process, since it only reflects the engineering aspects. The 
priority order for bridge retrofitting is based on the following three major 
steps: 
o DATA BASE SYSTEM 
o SEISMIC RATING SYSTEM 
o SEISMIC ANALYSIS 
The DATA BASE SYSTEM contains the available engineering data and 
information that are related to the seismic rating and seismic analysis. The 
data were obtained from the "as-built" bridge plans and field investigations 
when plans were not available. The data base consists of five major areas: (1) 
general information, (2) seismicity information, (3) structural information, 
(4) foundation information and (5) soil properties. Although a major data base 
system is set up for general use, not all the information are in this data 
base. Some related information and detailed data, which are used to perform a 
specific analysis or rating, may be in other related data bases. 
A Seismic Rating System was developed to rate the bridges according to 
their degree of need for seismic retrofitting. This effective and simple way 
of preliminary screening provides an overall view of a bridge's earthquake 
resistive capacity and its relative order of retrofitting needs as compared to 
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other bridges in the system. Four individual ratings are evaluated and are 
then combined through different weighting methods to arrive at an overall 
seismic rating These four ratings are importance rating. seismicity rating. 
vulnerability rating, and condition rating. These ratings reflect the aspects 
of importance of the bridge as a vital transportation link, seismicity of the 
bridge site, local soil profile and liquefaction potential, structural 
characteristics, component vulnerability to the earthquake, current physical 
condition of the bridge, physical features of a bridge, etc. The seismic 
rating scores of bridges, as well as the results of seismic analyses of 
bridges, mainly contribute to the determination of priority order of 
retrofitting needs for bridges on the priority route system. 
The primary goal of retrofitting bridges on the priority route system is 
to minimize the risk of unacceptable earthquake damage which might cut access 
to the routes. The most critical damage is the so called "span-loss" type of 
bridge collapse. Therefore, the seismic analyses performed during this study 
emphasize estimation of the span-loss type of bridge collapse due to 
earthquake induced ground motion. Based upon structural dynamics and soil 
dynamics, analyses methods were developed to evaluate the potential earthquake 
damages and span-loss type collapse. These methods provide an effective way 
for seismic analysis of existing bridges, particularly bridges investigated 
during this study, which (in most cases) have simply supported 
superstructures. The technical details of the criteria and analysis procedures 
of abutment related span-loss collapse and pier or bent related damages are 
presented in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively. Several computer 
programs were developed (based upon different types of analyses) to perform 
the calculations. Three major analyses have been conducted. Pier/intermediate 
bent analysis and end bent/open abutment analysis are based upon procedures of 
evaluating bridge collapse from earthquake induced vibration of pier or bent. 
Solid abutment analysis is based on procedures of estimating span-loss type 
bridge collapse from earthquake induced abutment sliding. All analyses have 
been applied to each bridge by using corresponding computer programs. Results 
of the analyses are presented by a capacity/demand ratio which indicates the 
potential of span-loss type bridge collapse. In addition to the span-loss 
collapse analysis, the maximum seismic moments and shear forces in columns and 
piers were also analyzed. The results will assist in further detailed 
evaluations of structural components. 
In addition to the theoretical seismic analyses described, the Applif.R 
Technology Council's "Seismic Design Guidelines for Highway Bridges" 
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(ATC-6) has been used to check existing bridges for minimum support lengths. 
The ATC analysis has been applied to all bridges for pier or intermediate 
bent, solid abutment, and end bent or open abutment. Several computer programs 
were developed and used to perform the ATC analysis. The results are presented 
by a capacity/demand ratio which indicates the potential of span-loss type of 
bridge collapse. 
From the results of seismic rating, seismic analysis and the ATC 
analysis, an order of priority for bridge retrofitting on the priority route 
system was obtained. The number of bridges requiring retrofitting bridges was 
determined by statistical and probabilistic analyses based upon different 
confidence levels. 
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DATA BASE SYSTEM FOR BRIDGES 
The data base system for priority routes includes some information of the 
bridges on the priority routes. The Data Base System in this report contains 
detailed information required in the seismic analysis of the bridges on the 
priority routes. The major sources for this data base are the "as-built" 
bridge plans. Necessary field surveys and measurements were done for bridges 
for which plans were not available. The main data base system is set up by 
using Dbase III Plus software. However, not all the data are in this main data 
base. Some detailed information relating to the analysis and rating is in the 
respective seismic analysis computer program input or the seismic rating 
program. Therefore, the main data base together with all data in the analysis 
programs form the complete data base system. The data provided in this data 
base system are as follows. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location Of Bridge 
Every bridge is identified by: 
a. county (26 counties) 
b. route (34 priority routes) 
c. milepost (956 miles ) 
Seismic Performance Category (SPC) 
The SPC is determined by computer program SEISPEd21 Each bridge is 





Number Of Spans 
FOUNDATIONS 





Footing On Piles 
a. friction piles 
o steel 
o precast reinforced concrete 
o timber 
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b. rock point bearing piles 
o steel 
o pr<lcast r<linforc<ld concrete 
o timber 
PIER AND INTERMEDIATE BENT 
Pier Type (including bent) 
a. solid pier on rock (single column) 
b. open pier on rock (multi column) 
c. solid pier on piles (single column) 
d. open pier on piles (multi column) 
e. pile bent (multi pile) 
Pier Type Code 
a. 1 solid pier on rock ( S. P.R.) 
b. 2 open pier on rock (O.P.R.) 
c. 3 solid pier on pile (S.P.P.) 
d. 4 open pier on pile (O.P.P.) 
e. 10 - pile bent (BENT) 
Pier Height and Bent Pile Height 
a. pier height from bottom of footer to bridge seat 
b. pier height from ground surface to bridge seat 
c. bent pile height from tip of pile to cap of pile 
d. bent pile height from ground surface to cap of pile 
e. pile height under pier 
Number of Piers and Bents in a Bridge 
a. number of piers in a bridge 
b. number of pile bents in a bridge 
Number of Columns in Each Pier and Number of Piles in Each Bent 
a. number of columns in each pier 
b. number of piles in each bent 
Geometric Properties of Pier Column and Bent Pile 
a. cross section of pier column and bent pile 
b. moment of inertia of pier column and bent pile 
o longitudinal direction 
o transverse direction 
Length of Support at Pier Top 
Weight 
a. transmitted weight of superstructure to pier or bent 
c. weight of pier 
d. weight of pile bent 
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ABUTMENT AND END BENT 
Abutment Type and End Bent Type 
a. solid abutment with wingwall 
o spread footing on rock, gravel, sand or soil 
o supported by piles 
b. open multi-column abutment without wingwall 
o spread footing on rock, gravel, sand or soil 
o supported by piles 
c. end pile bent 
o with sub wingwall 
o without sub wingwall 
o with battered piles 
o without battered piles 
Height of Abutment and Height of End Bent Pile 
a. height of abutment from bottom of footer to bridge seat 
b. height of end bent pile from tip of pile to pile cap 
Transverse Project Length of Abutment 
Length of Support at Abutment 
Weight 
a. transmitted weight of superstructure to abutment 
b. weight of abutment 
SOIL PROPERTIES 
The soil property information was obtaine~ from "GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING 
DATA" by Kentucky Transportation Center.5 The plasticity indexes, PI, of 
soils at different locations and different depths in each county are 
available. As described in Appendix A, the soil friction angles used in the 
analyses were determined based upon a statistical and probabilistic analyses 
having a confidence level of 95 percent. The soil friction angle is one of the 
major parameters in seismic analysis, and the results of the analyses are very 
sensitive to the values of friction angles used. Because the real values of 
soil friction angles are not always available, the estimated values used in 
the analyses must be conservative. The effect of this conservative estimate is 
to create an additional factor-of -safety in the analysis. The estimated soil 
friction angles determined by the statistical and probabilistic analyses with 
a 95 percent confidence level has only a 5% chance that estimated friction 
angles are greater than actual values of soil friction angles. Therefore, it 
is assumed that the analysis using these estimated values of soil friction 
angles are 95% on the conservative side (probabilistically), as far as 
friction angles are concerned. The estimated soil friction angles tf> for each 
county are listed in Table 1. The two spread sheet programs used to estimate 
the soil friction angles by statistical and probabilistic methods, SPPROB and 
SPDEN, are included in Appendix M. 
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TABLE 1 ESTIMATED SOIL FRICTION ANGLES FOR EACH COUNTY 
COUNTY PHI COUNTY PHI COUNTY PHI 
(de g. ) (deg.) ( d eg. ) 
BALLARD 26.58 GRAVES 24. 11 McLEAN 24.26 
BUTLER 26. 19 HENDERSON 28.24 MUHLENBERG 26.79 
CALDWELL 25.46 HICKMAN 29.04 OHIO 25.93 
CALLOWAY 27.25 HOPKINS 26.47 TODD 28.20 
CARL ISLE 28.95 LIVINGSTON 26.32 TRIGG 25.52 
CHRISTIAN 25.59 LOGAN 24.37 UNION 27.83 
CRITTENDEN 28.68 LYON 25.96 WARREN 24.29 
DAVIESS 29.92 MARSHALL 27.36 WEBSTER 26.76 
FULTON 25.11 McCRACKEN 22.94 
SEISMIC RATING SYSTEM 
An efficient and comprehensive retrofitting program requires that 
structures be rated according to their seismic retrofitting needs by a 
preliminary screening process. Preliminary screening of seismically vulnerable 
bridges should be carried out efficiently and with a minimum effort. The first 
step in this process is to obtain critical information about each bridge on 
the priority route system. The Data Base System accomplishes this step. The 
second step is to determine a relative order of retrofitting needs for all the 
bridges on the priority routes by a rational seismic rating system. Although 
numerical ratings based upon a few selected parameters are rarely a totally 
satisfactory means for determining the priority of needs, they provide a 
systematic way of considering the major variables that should be considered. 
These variables include the vulnerability of the structural system, the 
seismicity of the bridge site, the condition of the bridge, and the importance 
of the bridge. The proposed Seismic Rating System addresses each of these 
variables separately by reqmrmg that vulnerability, seismicity, importance 
ratings and, condition ratings be calculated for each bridge. Each of these 
four areas are assigned a rating, weight, and score. These individual rating 
scores are combined to arrive at a seismic rating. The Seismic Rating System 
considers only the technical aspects of the problem and does not include 
administrative, economic, or political considerations. In cases where these 
other considerations are important, the Seismic Rating System will provide 
useful information but will not necessarily dictate the order in which bridges 
should be selected for evaluation and possible retrofitting. 
IMPORTANCE RATING 
All of the bridges on tpe priority routes are essential and have the 
Importance Classification (IC) 16 value of I. The Importance Ratings (IR) for 
the Importance Classification I are from 6 to 10 points. According to the 
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relative importance of each individual route on the priority route system, the 
Importance Ratings are listed as following, 
ROUTE FROM TO LENGTH- IR 
MILES 
US68/KY80 BOWLING GREEN AURORA 100.77 10 
(US231) (US68 & KY80 SPLIT) 
US68 AURORA (KY80) PADUCAH (KY284) 27.50 10 
KY408 US68 BENTON 4.00 10 
KY284 US68 PADUCAH (US45) 10 
KY80 AURORA (US68) KY58 16.80 10 
US231 BOWLING GREEN OWENSBORO 66.80 10 
US431 RUSSELLVILLE CENTRAL CITY 35.30 8 
KY176 DRAKESBORO (US431) GREENVILLE 7.80 8 
KY136 HARTFORD (KY231) CALHOUN (KY81) 22.10 8 
US41 HOPKINSVILLE PENNRYRILE PKWY 18.47 10 
(US68/KY80) (US41A) 
US41A PENNRYRILE PKWY MADISONWILLE 16.10 10 
(US41A) (US41) 
US41 MADISONVILLE HENDERSON 33.50 10 
KY351 HENDERSON KY416 11.50 10 
KY416 KY351 AUDUBON PKWY 2.20 10 
A-PKWY KY461 KY1554 7.57 10 
KY1554 A-PKWY KY56 1.00 10 
KY56 KY1554 OWENSBORO 4.00 10 
KY91 HOPKINSVILLE FREDONIA 39.05 10 
(US68/KY80) (US641/KY91) 
US641/KY91 FREDONIA (KY91) MARION 9.10 10 
KY672 KY91 DAWSON SPRINGS 14.20 9 
US62 KY DAM US68 32.50 10 
KY109 DAWSON SPRINGS SULLIVAN 35.27 9 
(US62) (US60) 
KY94 AURORA (US68/KY80)HICKMAN (KY125) 65.40 9 
KY125 HICKMAN (KY94) KY166 4.10 8 
KY166 KY125 FULTON 13.06 8 
US45 INTERSECTION FULTON 20.64 10 
(US45/KY80) 
KY58 US45 CLINTON 14.85 9 
US60 WICKLIFFE HENDERSON 118.06 10 
KY121 MURRY (KY80) WICKLIFFE 50.50 10 
US62 KY121 BARDWELL 5.73 8 
KY58/KY80 INTERSECTION MAYFIELD 11.10 10 
(KY58/KY80) 
KY1751 INTERSECTION INTERSECTION 1.70 9 
(US41) (US41A) 
US45/KY58 MAYFIELD INTERSECTION 11.70 10 
US45/KY58) 
US62/US641 INTERSECTION KY DAM 14.50 10 
( US62/US641) 
US79 RUSSELLVILLE US641 94.52 9 




The seismjcity rating jn this report incJudes two aspects. Acceleration 
Coefficient Rating (ACR) and Local Soil Profile I Liquefaction Rating (LSLR). 
The Acceleration Coefficient Rating is based on the acceleration coefficient, 
and the Local Soil Profile I liquefaction Ratinfz is based on the Seismic 
Performance Category (SPC) from the previous study. 1 
Acceleration Coefficient Rating 
According to the Acceleration Coefficient (A) provided ~ ASSHTO Guide 
Specifications For Seismic Design Of Highway Bridges 1983
1 
, the maximum 
acceleration coefficients for 26 counties included in the study area range 
from 0.2 to 0.05 as shown in Figure 1, on the basis of a 50-year return 
period. The Acceleration Coefficient Rating (ACR) is calculated by multiplying 
the maximum acceleration coefficient (A) by SO. This is due to the fact that 
the formula must yield a maximum rating of 10. 
ACR =SO A 
If acceleration coefficients 0.05 to 0.2 were used in the formula, the 
ACR would range from 2.5 to 10. However, the ACR values were raised about 30% 
based upon the consideration that acceleration coefficient of 250-year return 
period might increase. Each county is assigned an Acceleration Coefficient 
Rating from 4 points to 10 points which is shown in Figure 3. 
Local Soil Profile and Liquefaction Rating 
Local soil profile and jiquefaction rating is determined from the SPC 
b . d . h . k
12 o ta1ne 1n t e previous war . 
According to ATC's Seismic Retrofitting Guidelines for Highway Bridges~41 
Seismic Performance Category (SPC) should be determined from the Importance 
Classification (IR) and Acceleration Coefficient (A) as follows. 
Acceleration Importance Importance 
Coefficient Classification I Classification II 
A <= 0.09 A B 
0.09 < A <= 0.19 B B 
0.19 < A <= 0.29 c c 
0.29 < A D c 
The computer program SEISPEC, which was used to determine the SPC for 
each bridge on the priority routes, considered not only the Importance 
Classification and the Acceleration Coefficient but the Micro-Zone effects as 
well. That was included {:!) the interim report "Earthquake Hazard Mitigation of 
Transportation Facilities" ~ The SPC determined by this program reflects more 
the nature of local soil profile and liquefaction potential than the nature of 
seismicity and importance since each bridge has been assigned the same 
importance classification and the range of the acceleration coefficient only 
covers two seismic performance categories. Therefore, it is proper and 
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Figure 3. Acceleration Coefficient Rating 
. . . . 
the Local Soil Profile and Liquefaction Rating (LSLR). The following ratings 
also reflect the philosophy that bridges in SPC-A do not require retrofitting 
and screening of bridges in SPC-B is optional. 
SPC 
LSLR 
Seismicity Rating (SR) 
A 
0 








Although the performance of a bridge is based upon the interaction of all 
of its components, it has been noted during prior earthquakes that certain 
bridge components are most vulnerable to earthquake damage. These are the 
bearings, columns, piers, footings, abutments, and foundations (liquefaction 
damage). For this reason, the vulnerability rating used in this seismic rating 
system is determined by examining each component separately from the remainder 
of the structure. The vulnerability rating of the entire structure is assumed 
to be equal to the component having the greatest vulnerability rating. 
Bearings 
Bearings are used at superstructure/substructure interfaces as well as at 
in-span joints. There are basically four types of bearings used in bridge 
construction. One type, the rocker bearing, is most seismically vulnerable. 
Another type of bearing, the roller bearing, is relatively stable during an 
earthquake, with the exception it may become misaligned or horizontally 
displaced. The third type is the elastromeric bearing pad which is highly 
stable during an earthquake. The final bearing type is the sliding bearing 
which relies on the sliding of one surface over another. A Vulnerability 
Rating for Bearing (VRB) for each type of bearing follows. The integral 






Columns, Piers and Footings 
Columns have failed during previous earthquakes due to lack of proper 
transverse reinforcement and poor structural details. Excessive ductility 
demands have resulted in degradation of column strength in shear and flexure. 
In several serious failures during previous earthquakes, columns have failed 




b1 idge colunm failw es 
serious type of column failure resulted from 
steel pullout at the footings. Fortunately, serious 
only occtlli ed dm ing eru thquakes having fairly high 
ground acceleration of 
Vulnerability Rating of 
as follows: 
relatively long duration. Based upon these facts, the 











Computed by eq. (1) 
c VRCPF = C - 6 (----,,---,__.:.:---










- effective column length in feet 
- percent main reinforcing steel (%) 
- transverse column dimension in feet 
- framing factor 
F = 2 (multi-column bents fixed top and bottom) 
F = 1 (multi-column bents fixed at one end) 
F = 1.5 (single column) 
C - condition factor 
C = 12 (continuous structures with diaphragm abutment) 
C = 11 (right structure - skew < 20 degrees) 
C = 10 (other cases for A < 0.4) 
( 1) 
An average column main reinforcing steel percentage of 4% is assumed, 
which is between the maximum value of 8% and the minimum value of 1%., when 
the reinforcing steel detail is not available. For pile bents, the VRCPF is 
assigned to be a value of 0. 
Abutments and Backfill 
Abutment failures during earthquakes do not usually result in the total 
collapse of the bridge. This is especially true for earthquakes of 
low-to-moderate intensity. Therefore, the Vulnerability Rating of Abutment 
should be based upon damage that would temporarily prevent access to the 
bridge. One of the major problems observed in previous earthquakes has been 
settlement of the approach embankment. Settlement is expected to be one of the 
major problems in a New Madrid earthquake. The settlement is assumed to be 3% 
to 5% of the fill height. This figure is based upon the amount of settlement 
that has generally been experienced in other prior earthquakes throughout the 
world. The Vulnerable Rating of Abutments (VRA) is determined by following 
method. 
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c 10 if S > 6 inches 
5 if S < 6 inches 
D 10 if S > 6 inches 
5 if S < 6 inches 







S - settlement, in 









if H < 10 feet 
f 
if H > 10 feet 
f 
if H <10 feet 
f 
if H > 10 feet 
f 
SETTLEMENT 
s = 0.03 H 
f 
s = 0.03 H 
f 
s = 0.05 H 
f 
s = 0.05 H 
f 
The Vulnerability Rating (VR) of a bridge is determined as the greatest 
of the Vulnerability Ratings for each of the components. 
VR = maximum of VRB or VRCPF or VRA 
CONDITION RATING 
Condition Rating (CR) is based on the geometric and physical features of 
a bridge that should be considered in a retrofitting analysis. Four physical 
features contribute to the Condition Rating. They are Span Condition (CRS), 








Multi span bridge 
Straight bridge 
Skewed bridge <20 degree 
Skewed and curved bridge 
Continuous superstructure 
Continuous superstructure with a few joints 
Simply supported superstructure 
Good current physical condition 
Fair current physical condition 











The overall Condition Rating is the average value of each related 
individual rating obtained from above. 
CR = + (CRS + CRA + CRC + CRP) 
SEISMIC RATING 





ratings. According to the importance of each rating, 
assigned to each of the four individual ratings as well. 





* Weight for IR = Score for IR 
* Weight for SR = Score for SR 
* Weight for VR = Score for VR 
* Weight for CR = Score for CR 




A score is 
following 
The Seismic Rating reflects the need for retrofitting. The higher the 
seismic rating score, the greater the need for the bridge to be evaluated for 
seismic retrofitting. 
Since the bridges included in this study are all considered important, 
the smallest weight is assigned to importance rating. The largest weight is 
assigned to the seismicity rating because the bridges are in an area having a 













SER = 4 SR + 3 VR + 2 CR + IR (3) 
The total weight is 10 and the total scm e fm Seistnic Rating is 10 . 
This weighting distribution is the group 1 in the following discussion. 
RESULTS OF SEISMIC RATING 
A computer program, SEISRATE, has been developed and used to evaluate the 
Seismic Rating scores for the 276 bridges on the priority route system. By 
using the program SEISRATE, the influence of weight distribution of each 
individual rating on the overall seismic rating score was studied. Five 
different distributions of weights are assigned to evaluate the seismic rating 
scores for the same bridges. The results of this study show the following 
statistical characteristics and are included in the interval frequency graphs 
in Figure 4. Since the frequency graph of group 2 is similar to group 1, it is 
not shown in Figure 4. 
INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS GROUP 
RATINGS 1 2 3 4 5 
Seismicity 4 4 4 3 2.5 
Vulnerability 3 4 2 3 2.5 
Condition 2 1 3 3 2.5 
Importance 1 1 1 1 2.5 
Seismic Rating Score 
Maximum Value 97.5 98.8 96.3 96.3 96.9 
Minimum Value 18 18 18 15.5 26.3 
Average Value 63.5 63.0 64.3 62.5 68.2 
The results show that when relative weights are adjusted within 
reasonable limits, very little difference will result in the maximum values, 
minimum values, and average values of seismic rating scores. It indicates that 
the selected weight distributions are reasonable for the bridges included in 
the study and meet the particular needs and preferences for the priority of 
retrofitting. The frequency graphs show that the adjusted relative weights 
have little influence upon the relative priorities of the bridges having the 
greatest need for retrofitting and of those bridges having little need for 
seismic retrofitting. An examination of the types of bridges affected by 
varying the relative weights of individual ratings reveals that these bridges 
lie in a sensitive zone where subjective judgment should play a much greater 
role in assigning priorities. 
The results of the Seismic Rating for weight distribution group I are 
listed in Appendix C. The highest possible score of Seismic Rating is 97.5 and 
the lowest is 18. The average score is 63.5. The distributions of seismic 
rating scores are shown as following tabulation and the frequency 
distributions are shown in Figure 4. 
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15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 
SEISMIC RATING SCORE 
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION 
GROUP4 
NUMBER OF BRIDGES 
70,------------------------, 
15 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~ 
SEISMIC RATING SCORE 
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION 
15 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~ 
SEISMIC RATING SCORE 
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION 
GROUP 5 
NUMBER OF BRIDGES 
M,------------------------, 
15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 
SEISMIC RATING SCORE 
Figure 4. Seismic Rating Score Interval Frequency 
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SEISMIC RATING No. OF BRIDGES FREQUENCY 
:SCORE RANGE IN THE RANGE PERCENTAG 
0 - 19.9 1 0.4% 
20 - 29.9 1 0.4% 
30 - 39.9 23 8.3% 
40 - 49.9 53 19.2% 
50 - 59.9 37 13.4% 
60 - 69.9 55 19.9% 
70 - 79.9 48 17.4% 
80 - 89.9 40 14.5% 
90 - 100 18 6.5% 
These results, together with the results from seismic analyses of bridges 




The goal of retrofitting bridges on the priority route system is to 
prevent span-loss type of bridge collapse which will result in the Joss of use 
of a vital transportation route that may pass over or under the bridge. Two 
types of analyses are employed in this study to estimate the potential of 
span-loss type of bridge collapse due to a major earthquake. 
Span-loss Analysis 
This analysis is applied to every bridge to estimate the potential 
span-Joss type of bridge collapse. The span-loss type of collapse may be due 
to pier vibration and/or abutment sliding during an earthquake. The analysis 
approaches have been developed by the authors and included in two technical 
papers listed in Appendixes A and B. 
ATC Analysis 
The loss of support at bearing during an earthquake may result in a 
partial or total collapse of the bridge. This mode of failure is a type of 
span-loss collapse. The ATC-6 Code specifies the minimum bearing support 
length for the expansion ends of all superstructures. Based upon the Code 
requirement for length of support at joints, pier or bent seats, and abutment 
seats of bridge superstructures, the ATC analysis is used to estimate the 
potential bridge collapse during an earthquake due to insufficient support 
length. 
Seismic Moment and Shear Force Analysis 
Severe structural damage of the bridge may also cause collapse of the 
bridge. The failure of supporting components may be a major contributing 
19 
factor to the collapse of a bridge. During an earthquake, the moments and 
shear forces in the supporting components, such as piers or columns, may 
increase significantly. These additional seismic moments and shear forces will 
result in excessive strength degradation of the supporting components and lead 
to the collapse of the superstructure. The seismic moment and shear force 
analysis is based on the structural dynamics and response spectrum analysis. 
The theoretical background of the analysis approach is given in one section 
("The Maximum Seismic Moment And Shear Force") of Appendix B. 
SPAN-LOSS COLLAPSE ANALYSIS 
General Description 
In this report, a bridge span falling due to Jack of support is defined 
as a span-loss type of collapse. A pier vibrates when subjected to earthquake 
induced ground motion. The maximum dynamic deflection at the top of a pier may 
cause the Joss of support length on which the superstructure sits. If the 
maximum dynamic deflection is greater than the support length, the 
superstructure will Jose all support and collapse. Likewise, an abutment may 
slide from the increased seismic active earth pressure and the 
ground-motion-induced inertia force during an earthquake. If maximum sliding 
displacement is greater than the length of support at the adjacent pier top, 
the superstructure is likely to be "pushed off" the pier or bent top upon 
which the span rests and cause the span-loss type of collapse. Therefore, the 
span-loss type of collapse may be caused either by vibration of the pier or by 
sliding of the abutment during an earthquake. The fallowing sections provide a 
summary of the factors involved in the span-loss collapse analysis. 











W - actual weight of abutment per unit length, kips/ft 
W - required minimum weight of abutment per unit length, 
req 
kips/ft 
b. analysis procedures 
o the forces acting on an abutment during earthquake 
seismic earth pressures 
load transmitted from superstructure 
gravity force 
inertia forces 
o evaluating the maximum pseudo static resistance to sliding due to 
earthquake ground motion 
o required minimum weight of abutment 
the maximum sliding displacement of abutment 
. required minimum weight of abutment to prevent span-loss 
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c. calculations 
o computer program SEISABSL (flow chart in Figure 14 of Appendix A) 
o input data for calculation 
general information 
height of abutment, ft 
weight of abutment, kips 
transmitted load from superstructure, kips 
length of support at top of adjacent pier or bent, in 
maximum dynamic displacement at top of adjacent pier or bent 
(from pier or bent analysis), in 
soil properties 
o output of calculation 
required minimum weight 
capacity/demand ratio of 
if C/D ratio > 1 
to prevent span-loss, 
abutment weight 
safe 
if C/D ratio s 1 unsafe-! 
conclusion of analysis 
safe: presumed safe 
kips/ft 
no span-loss type of collapse in earthquake 
unsafe-!: potentially unsafe 
possible span-loss type of collapse in quake 
If the maximum dynamic deflection at the pier or bent top is greater than 
the support length at pier or bent top, the span will collapse regardless of 
results of calculation for weight requirement. In this case, the bridge is 
assigned to the category of unsafe-! even though the weight C/D ratio may be 
greater than 1. 
Pier and Intermediate Bent Analysis (Details in Appendix B) 
a. criteria 
o D < D 
max sp 





D - maximum dynamic displacement at pier or bent top, in 
max 
D - provided length of support of span on pier top, in 
sp 
b. analysis procedures 
o response of pier to ground motion 
. single degree of freedom system 
. response spectra 
o pseudo-velocity and -displacement response spectra of bridge 
o structure modeling 
substructure types 
deformation shapes in both critical directions 
fixity assumptions 
stiffness in both critical directions 
o maximum dynamic displacement at pier or bent top 
weight considerations 




o computer program SEISPIER (flow chart in Figure 13 of Appendix B) 
o input data for calculation 
general information 
pier type 
number of columns for a pier / number of piles for a bent 
cross section or moment of inertia for a column / a pile 
self weight of a pier or a bent, kips 
superstructure transmitted weight, kips 
height of column or bent, ft 
material of pier or bent 
length of support at pier or bent top, in 
o output of calculation 
maximum dynamic deflections at pier top in both critical 
directions, in 
capacity/demand ratio for 
if C/D ratio > 1 
if C/D ratio :> 1 




safe: presumed safe 
no span-loss type of collapse in earthquake 
unsafe-1: potentially unsafe 
possible span-loss type of collapse in quake 
End Bent and Open Abutment Analysis (Details in Appendix B) 
a. criteria 
o D < D 
max sp 





D - maximum dynamic displacement at end bent or open 
max 
abutment, in 
D - length of support of end bent or open abutment, in 
sp 
b. analysis procedures 
o response of pier to ground motion 
. single degree of freedom system 
. response spectra 
o pseudo-velocity and -displacement response spectra of bridge 
o structure modeling 
substructure types 
deformation shapes in both critical directions 
fixity assumptions 
stiffness in both critical directions 
o maximum dynamic displacement at end bent or open abutment top 
weight considerations 




o computer program SEISEBOP (flow chart in Figure 13 of Appendix B) 
o input data of calculation 
general information 
end bent or open abutment type 
number of columns for an open abut 
number of piles for a end bent 
cross section or moment of inertia for a column / a pile 
self weight of a open abutment or a end bent, kips 
superstructure transmitted weight, kips 
height of column or bent, ft 
material of open abutment or end bent 
length of support at open abutment or bent top, in 
o output of calculation 
ATC ANALYSIS 
maximum dynamic deflections at end bent and open abutment top 
in both critical directions, in 
capacity/demand ratio for dynamic deflection 
if C/D ratio > I safe 
if C/D ratio s 1 unsafe-! 
conclusion of analysis 
safe: presumed safe 
no span-loss type of collapse in earthquake 
unsafe-!: potentially unsafe 
possible span-loss type of collapse in quake 
General Description 
The length of support provided at abutments, piers and bents must 
accommodate displacements resulting from the overall inelastic response of 
the bridge structure, possible independent movement of different parts of the 
substructure, and out-of -phase rotation of abutments and columns resulting 
from traveling surface wave motions. Based on the current state-of -the-art 
analysis, minimum support lengths have been specified by Applied Technology 
Council in 1981. However, this analysis does not include differential 
displacements between the pier and abutment that may occur when a bridge is 
subjected to earthquake loads. The ATC requirements vary for different Seismic 
Performance Categories. 
A TC Requirements 
SPC 
A&B 
C & D 
Required minimum support length 
D = 8 + O.OZL + 0.08H 
req 









- length in feet of the bridge deck to adjacent expansion 
joint, or to the end of the bridge deck 
- average height in feet of piers or bents supporting the 
bridge deck to the next expansion joint 
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For pier or bent: 
D - required minimum support length, in 
req 
L - length in feet of the bridge deck to adjacent 
expansion joint or to the end of the bridge deck 
H - column or pier height in feet 
Input of the Calculation 
a. general information 
b. span length, ft. 
c. pier or bent height, ft. 
d. SPC 
e. length of support, in. 
Calculations 
a. computer program SEISABATC for abutment ATC analysis 
b. part of computer program SEISPIER for pier and intermediate bent 
ATC analysis 
c. part of computer program SEISEBOP for end bent and open abutment 
ATC analysis 
Output of the Calculation 
a. minimum required support length, in 
b. capacity/demand ratio for minimum support length 
if C/D ratio > 1 safe 
if C/D ratio s 1 unsafe-2 
c. conclusion of analysis 
safe satisfy the minimum support length requirement 
unsafe-2 - do not satisfy the minimum support length 
requirement and may have potential span-loss risk 
MAXIMUM SEISMIC MOMENT AND SHEAR FORCE ANALYSIS 
General Description 
The maximum moments and shear forces in the pier or bent may be 
calculated based on the maximum dynamic displacement at pier or bent top. The 
procedures of the analysis are presented in one section ("Seismic Moment And 
Shear Force") in Appendix B. These additional inertial forces may cause the 
collapse of the columns and the supporting components of the whole bridge. The 
capacities of columns are unknown because of the lack of detailed information 
on reinforcement. Nevertheless, it is important to compute the maximum moments 
and shear forces since it may help when further retrofitting designs are 
performed. 
Analysis Procedures 
a. maximum dynamic displacements at pier or bent top in both longitudinal 
direction and transverse direction (from pier and bent analysis) 
b. structure modeling according to different types of pier or bent 
c. stiffness in both critical direction 
d. maximum seismic moments and seismic shear force in both directions 
e. total maximum seismic moment and seismic shear force in a column 
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Calculations 
a. computer program i>Eii>MOI>H 
b. input data of calculation 
o general information 
o pier or bent type 
o number of columns in a pier 
o number of piles in a bent 
4 
o cross section and moment of inertia of column and bent, ft 
o height of column and bent, ft 
o material properties of column and bent 
o maximum dynamic displacements at pier or bent top in both 
longitudinal and transverse directions, in 
c. output of calculation 
o maximum seismic moments and shear forces in longitudinal direction 
o maximum seismic moments and shear forces in transverse direction 
o total maximum seismic moments and shear forces 
Unit for moment is kips-ft and unit for shear force is kips. 
RESULTS OF SEISMIC ANALYSIS 
GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS 
The results of the analyses are presented according to types of analyses 
and computer programs used. The results are listed alphabetically by county. 
The routes for each county are also listed in alphabetical order. In addition, 
the milepost for each bridge is listed. The analyses are divided into the 
following five parts: 
1. Pier and Intermediate Bent Analysis (program SEISPIER) 
a. span-loss collapse analysis for pier and intermediate bent 
b. ATC analysis for pier and intermediate bent 
2. Solid Abutment Analysis 
a. span-loss collapse analysis for solid abutment (program SEISABSL) 
b. ATC analysis for solid abutment (program SEISABATC) 
3. End Bent and Open Abutment Analysis (program SEISEBOP) 
a. span-loss collapse analysis for end bent and open abutment 
b. ATC analysis for end bent and open abutment 
4. Maximum Seismic Moment and Shear Force Analysis (program SEISMOSH) 
5. Summary Report 
The summary report combines all the analysis results mentioned. If a 
bridge falls into any one of the six analyses, it is considered potentially 
unsafe during an earthquake. 
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PIER AND INTERMEDIATE BENT ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The results of the analyses of piers and mtermed1ate bents I or each 
county are contained in Appendix D. The analyses consist of span-loss type of 
bridge collapse and required minimum length of support according to the ATC-6 
Code. The number of bridges considered in this analysis is as follows. 
Total number of bridges in the data base 276 
Number of single span bridges 69 
Number of bridges not analyzed 4 
Number of bridge in this analysis 203 
The single-span bridges have no piers or intermediate bents, and hence 
have no pier or bent related potential damage. Therefore, the analysis has not 
been applied to the single-span bridge. There are four bridges, (two TVA 
bridges and two railroad bridges), that were not analyzed, since the study is 
limited to highway bridges. Detours are provided for those four bridges in 
page 30. 
Seismic Analysis Results 
The results of these analyses are as follows. 
a. span-loss collapse analysis results 
Number of bridges in the analysis 203 
Number of presumed safe bridges 185 91.1% 
Number of potentially unsafe-! bridges 18 8.9% 
b. ATC analysis 
Number of bridges in the analysis 203 
Number of presumed safe bridges 145 71.4% 
Number of potentially unsafe-2 bridges 58 28.6% 
c. results from both analyses (span-loss collapse and A TC analysis) 
Number of bridges in the analysis 203 
Number of presumed safe bridges 138 68.0% 
Number of potentially unsaf e-1 bridges 7 3.4% 
Number of potentially unsafe-2 bridges 47 23.2% 
Number of unsafe-! and unsafe-2 bridges 11 5.4% 
Pier Type Distributions 
Table 2 shows the pier type distribution for three different categories 
of analyses results. The results demonstrate that the bent is more vulnerable 
to earthquakes than other types of intermediate substructures. 
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TABLE 2 SAFTY CATAGORIES OF VARIOUS PIER TYPES 
TYPE SAFE UNSAFE-I UNSAFE-2 
UNSAFE-I/ 
UNSAFE-2 SUB TOTAL 
BENT (10) 28 6 31 7 72 
S.P.R.(l) 37 0 1 2 40 
O.P.R.(2) 36 1 5 1 43 
S.P.P.(3) 13 0 1 0 14 
O.P.P.(4) 24 0 9 1 34 
TOTAL 138 7 47 11 203 
SOLID ABUTMENT ANALYSIS 
The results of span-loss type of collapse analyses of solid abutments 
for each county are contained in Appendix E. The results of the ATC analysis 
of solid abutments for each county are contained in Appendix F. The results 
are summarized as follows: 
Analysis of Span-loss Type Collapse 
Total number of bridge with solid abutments 
Number of single span bridges with solid ab. 
Number of bridges in the analysis 
Number of presumed safe bridges 








The single-span bridges will not have the span-loss type of collapse as 
defined in this report. Therefore, the span-loss collapse analysis has not 
been conducted to the single-span bridges. A category of presumed safe has 
been assigned to all the single-span bridges with solid abutment. 
ATC Analysis 
Total number of bridge having solid abutments 
Number of presumed safe bridges 




Results from Both Analyses (Span-Loss Collapse and ATC Analysis) 
Total number of bridge with solid abutments 
Number of presumed safe bridges 
Number of potentially unsafe-! bridges 
Number of potentially unsafe-2 bridges 
Number of unsafe-! and unsafe-2 bridges 












The results of span-loss collapse analysis and the ATC analysis for end 
bents and open abutments for each county are contained in Appendix G. 
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Span-Loss Collapse Analysis Results 
Number of bridges having end bents 
Numbez of br idges ha >ing open atmtments 
Number of bridges in this analysis 
Number of presumed safe bridges 
Number of potentially unsafe-1 bridges 
ATC Analysis 
Results 
Number of bridges in this analysis 
Number of presumed safe bridges 
Number of potentially unsafe-2 bridges 
From Both Analysis (Span-Loss Collapse 
Number of bridges in the analysis 
Number of presumed safe bridges 
Number of potentially unsafe-1 bridges 
Number of potentially unsafe-2 bridges 

























The results of maximum seismic moment and shear force analyses are shown 
in Appendix H. The maximum seismic moments and shear forces in the 
longitudinal direction and transverse direction are listed. The total maximum 
seismic moments and shear forces in each column are given also. These internal 
forces should be compared with the capacities of the columns to obtain a 
capacity/demand ratio which may indicate the need for retrofitting. 
Unfortunately, the details of reinforcement for the columns are not available. 
Therefore, the capacities of the columns cannot be determined. Further study 
is recommended to determine the capacities of the columns as well. 
SUMMARY REPORT OF SEISMIC ANALYSIS 
The results of all the seismic analyses are listed in a summary report. 
Combining the results of the seismic analyses for each individual component of 
the bridge, this report indicates the overall earthquake resistance capacity 
of a bridge and its need for retrofitting. The summary report is in Appendix 
I. The sources, format and results of the summary report are described as 
follows. 
Sources of Summary Report 
o results of span-loss collapse analysis and ATC analysis for pier and 
intermediate bent - Appendix D 
o results of span-loss collapse analysis for solid abutment - Appendix E 
o results of ATC analysis for solid abutment - Appendix F 
o results of span-loss collapse analysis and ATC analysis for end bent and 
open pier - Appendix G 
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Format of Summary Report 
o general information: 
route 
milepost 
number of spans 
SPC 
o intermediate substructure 
single span 
pier and column 
.. span-loss collapse analysis results 
.. ATC analysis results 
pile bent 
.. span-loss collapse analysis results 
.. ATC analysis results 
o end substructure 
solid abutment 
. . span-loss collapse analysis results 
.. ATC analysis results 
end bent and open abutment 
.. span-loss collapse analysis results 
.. ATC analysis results 
o retrofitting recommendation 
YES - retrofitting is needed 
. . NO - retrofitting is not needed 
If the seismic analysis result indicates any component of a bridge is 
unsafe, a symbol (*) is marked for this bridge in the respective category. If 
any of the eight categories has a symbol (*), the bridge is considered unsafe 
with respect to this category, and as a consequence, the bridge is recommended 
for retrofitting. Some bridges are unsafe in several categories. 
Summary of All Seismic Analysis Results 
a. SPC distribution 
The SPC distributions for bridges are listed in Table 3 
TABLE 3 DISTRIBUTION OF BRIDGES BY SPC CATEGORY 





b. bridges in the analysis 




bridges which have no-info 
bridges in the analysis 














B6 + B8 C4 
B7 + B9 C5 
B2 + B7 C7 
Bl + BS + B6 + BIO C8 
Bl + B6 C9 
BS + B7 + B9 CIO 
B2 + B4 + B7 + B9 Cll 
B4 + B6 + B9 Cl2 
Bl + B3 + B6 Cl3 
B2 + BS + B10 Cl4 
Bl + B3 + B6 + B8 CIS 
B6 + B9 Cl6 
B3 + B8 Cl7 
B2 + B7 + B9 Cl8 
B2+B7+B9 Cl9 
Bl + BS C20 
B3 + B6 C21 
B2 + B9 C22 
iii. Summary of all analyses results 
The numbers of bridges in each type of potential damages are listed as 
follows: 
TYPE CODE No. BRIDGES TYPE CODE No. BRIDGES 
Bl 0 C7 2 
B2 2 C8 I 
B3 9 C9 I 
B4 3 C10 I 
BS 0 Cll 2 
B6 8 Cl2 I 
B7 6 Cl3 I 
B8 ll Cl4 I 
B9 IS CIS 2 
B10 2 Cl6 I 
Cl I Cl7 I 
C2 I Cl8 2 
C3 I Cl9 I 
C4 4 C20 I 
cs 21 C21 I 
C6 7 C22 I 
The total number of bridges which need retrofitting is lll. This is 42.7% 
of a total of 260 bridges in the analysis and 40.2% of 276 bridges on the 
priority route system. 
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RETROFIITING PRIORITIES OF BRIDGES 
PRIORITY ORDER OF RETROFITTING 
Based upon the seismic analysis results, seismic rating scores, and some 
rules of retrofitting, a priority order of retrofitting needs for all bridges 
on the priority route system was compiled. The priorities are based upon the 
following order: 
o bridges which need retrofitting according to the seismic analysis and 
having higher seismic rating scores. 
o bridges which need retrofitting according to the seismic analysis and 
having lower seismic rating scores. 
o bridges which do not need retrofitting according to seismic analysis 
and having higher seismic rating scores. 
o bridges which do not need retrofitting according to the seismic 
analysis and having lower seismic rating scores. 
o single span bridges having higher seismic rating scores. 
o single span bridges having lower seismic rating scores. 
A priority route system list of the order of priority for retrofitting 
the 276 bridges on the priority route system is included in Appendix J. Each 
bridge is assigned a priority number which is defined as a global priority 
number since it shows the relative order of retrofitting need among all the 
bridges on the priority route system. The smaller the priority number, the 
higher the need for retrofitting. For each county, a local priority number is 
assigned to each bridge to show the relative need of retrofitting as compared 
to the other bridges within the same county. A county list of the priority 
order of retrofitting for each county is included in Appendix K. In the county 
list, both local priority number and global priority number are given. In both 
appendixes, the seismic rating scores and seismic analysis summary are 
presented. A list of bridge retrofitting priority order in corridors is 
included in Appendix 0. In the list, the priority of corridors and the 
priority within corridors along with the system priority are provided. 
NUMBER OF BRIDGES NEEDING RETROFITTING 
The priority order of retrofitting is available in the last section. The 
next step is to determine the number of bridges which need to be retrofitted. 
This is a decision-making process which involves not only engineering factors 
but economic, administrative, social, and political factors as well. The 
following discussion and conclusions are based strictly upon results of the 
engineering analysis. 
The basic principle for determination of the number of bridges which need 
retrofitting is that all bridges having a potential of span-loss collapse 
should be retrofitted. Using this rule, all bridges which are unsafe according 
to the seismic analysis need to be retrofitted. 
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A probability density analysis of all seismic rating scores shows that 
the seismic rating score distribution is approximately equal to a normal 
distribution. The statistical analysis results are: 










The statistical analysis also shows the lower bound of seismic rating 
scores for each level of the confidence. If only the bridges having the 
seismic rating scores larger than mean value are retrofitted, the confidence 
level is 50 percent. If all bridges are retrofitted, the confidence level 
will be 100 percent. The following data indicate the lower bound of seismic 
rating score which defines the boundary line between the bridges needing 
retrofitting and the bridges which do not need retrofitting with a certain 
confidence level. 
LOWER BOUNDARY 














As an example, if the bridges having seismic rating scores of 60.0 or 
above are retrofitted, the confidence level will be 60 percent, and if the 
bridges having seismic rating scores of 45.7 or above are retrofitted, the 
confidence level will be 90 percent. 
The number of bridges which need retrofitting and their confidence levels 
cannot be determined by the seismic ratings only. The lll presumed unsafe 
bridges from seismic analyses must be taken into consideration. These ll1 
bridges need to be retrofitted first. If only these ll1 potentially unsafe 
bridges are retrofitted, the confidence level will be Jess than 50-percent 
because 57 of the presumed safe bridges have a seismic rating score higher 
than 63.5 which corresponds to the 50-percent confidence level. Therefore, if 
both the ll1 presumed unsafe bridges and 57 presumed safe bridges having 
seismic rating scores higher than 63.5 are taken into account, 168 bridges 
need retrofitting to reach a 50-percent confidence level. Similarly, if a 
confidence level of 90 percent needs to be reached for the retrofitting 
program, at least 234 bridges need to be retrofitted, among which there are 
ll1 unsafe bridges and 123 presumed safe bridges having a seismic rating 
higher than 45.7. That corresponds to 90-percent confidence level. The 
following table indicates the number of bridges needing retrofitting and the 
corresponding confidence level. 
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There are some of the bridges which have recently been replaced by 
concrete culverts. They were assumed to be safe during an earthquake. As 
stated previously. two TV A bridges and three railroad bridges are not included 
in this analysis because of lacking detailed information. The two TV A bridges 
are built ontop of Kentucky Lake Dam on US62/US641 in Livingston County and 
US62 in Marshall County. These route were not chosen as primary routes due to 
the possibility of the dam's being damaged during a major seismic event. Other 
available priority routes are US60 North of the dam, US68/KY80 and US79 
through Tennesse South of the dam. Railroad bridges are assumed to have better 
chance of surviving during earthquakes than highway bridges. Detours are 
provided if the railroad bridge fail in earthquakes. For two railroad bridges 
on US41A Christian County, detour is US41A South to East KY1027 to South KY736 
back to US41A, or US41A South to Locust Ground Road to Beverly Road back to 
US41A. For the railroad bridge on KY 94 Hickman County, detour is North KY307 
to West KY924 then South to Murcherson Road to Fulton County back to KY94. 
There were a few bridges where there was no detailed information to conduct 
all of the analysis. According to results of the analysis and the field 
survey, they are assumed to be safe at this time. Field surveys and 
preliminary analyses indicate these bridges may be safe; however, further 
study would be required. 
c. potential damage type 
There are 10 basic types of potential failures for which retrofitting 
would aid preventing failure. Because some bridges may be susceptible to more 
than one type of possible failure, there are a total of 32 types of failure 
modes included in the analysis. These types, along with their codes, are 
listed in the following sections. 
i. Basic types of possible failure modes and the type codes 
TYPE 
Pier, span-loss collapse: 
Intermediate bent, span-loss collapse: 
Solid abutment, span-loss collapse: 
End bent, span-loss collapse: 
Open abutment, span-loss collapse: 
Pier, insufficient support length: 
Intermediate bent, insufficient support length: 
Solid abutment, insufficient support length: 
End bent, insufficient support length: 
Open abutment, insufficient support length: 
ii. Combinations of basic types and the type code 
COM8INA T10N 
B3 + 87 
82 + B4 

















NUMBER OF TOTAL RATING 
BRIDGES PERCENTAGE CONFIDENCE LEVEL 
lll 40.2% (50% 
168 60.7% 50% 
178 64.5% 60% 
189 68.5% 70% 
199 72.1% 80% 
234 84.8% 90% 
252 91.3% 95% 
276 100% 100% 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
To keep the priority routes system open after an earthquake, bridges (as 
the vital lines of the system) need to be protected from unacceptable damage 
such as a span-loss type of collapse. Retrofitting is one solution to minimize 
the these damages which may cut access to the priority routes. The Data Base 
System, the Seismic Rating System, and the Seismic Analysis System have been 
compiled to estimate potential damage to bridges during an earthquake and to 
establish the order of priority for retrofitting. 
The engineering data for each of the 276 bridges on the priority 
system have been obtained from the "as-built" plans or from 
investigations, and have been input into the data base system. 
route 
field 
The seismic rating system has considered the importance, the seismicity, 
the structural vulnerability, and the current condition of each bridge. Rating 
of individual components and an overall seismic rating score have been 
assigned to each bridge. The higher the seismic rating, the greater the need 
for retrofitting. The seismic rating plays an important role in the 
determination of retrofitting priorities for bridges. A statistical analysis 
was applied to show the effects of individual rating weights on the overall 
seismic rating scores. The computer program, SEISRA TE, was developed and 
applied to calculate the seismic rating scores for the bridges. 
Two types of analyses were conducted for each bridge to estimate the 
potential damage to bridges during an earthquake. One is seismic analysis and 
another is the ATC analysis. The seismic analysis method was developed by the 
authors to estimate the potential seismic responses of bridges to a large New 
Madrid Earthquake in Western Kentucky. The analyses procedures were based upon 
the theories of structural dynamics and soil dynamics to predict the potential 
of span-loss type bridge collapses (the most critical failure) due to 
earthquake induced abutment sliding and pier/bent vibration. The ATC analysis 
method is based upon the required minimum length of support according to the 
ATC-6 Code. Four computer programs, SEISABSL, SEISABATC, SEISPIER, and 
SEISEBOP were developed and used to perform the seismic analysis and the ATC 
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analysis for the various components of a bridge. From seismic analysis and the 
ATC analysis, 111 bridges (42. 77. the total number of bridges on the priority 
route system) have a potential of span loss type collapses and/or insufficient 
support lengths at seat bearings according to the ATC minimum support length 
requirements. 
Based upon results of the seismic analysis, the ATC analysis and the 
seismic rating scores, at least 111 bridges should be retrofitted. With a 90 
percent confidence level, 234 bridges need to be retrofitted. The order of 
priority for retrofitting bridges that is recommended in this report reflects 
engineering considerations only. The economic, social, administrative, and 
political aspects should also be considered when final decisions on 
retrofitting are made. 
The span-loss collapse analyses and the ATC analyses indicate that bents 
are more susceptible to an earthquake than other substructure components. 
There are more bridges which do not meet the A TC minimum support length 
requirements than those which do not meet the span-loss collapse criterion. 
From the results of the seismic analyses, Graves County and Marshall County 
have the largest numbers of potentially unsafe bridges, while Todd County and 
Mclean County have no potentially unsafe bridges. US60, US62(US60/KY641), 
US68/KY80, and KY121 have more bridges needing retrofitting than other routes. 
In Trigg, Union, Hickman, and Graves Counties, more than 65 percent of the 
bridges need retrofitting. Hichman County and Ballard County have the highest 
average seismic rating scores, and Todd County and Warren County have the 
lowest. 
The study and its recommendations are only a first step of a retrofitting 
program. Detailed evaluations and retrofitting designs of existing bridges are 
necessary before retrofitting may begin. It is recommended that Transportation 
Cabinet officials begin an immediate program of bridge retrofitting. 
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APPENDIX A 
ESTIMATING SPAN-LOSS TYPE BRIDGE COLLAPSE DUE TO 
EARTHQUAKE INDUCED ABUTMENT SLIDING 
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ESTIMATING SPAN-LOSS TYPE BRIDGE COLLAPSE 
DUE TO EARTHQUAKE INDUCED ABUTMENT SLIDING 
INTRODUCTION 
. Ill 
The priority routes have been selected for Western Kentucky which 
shares the most hazardous earthquake zone east of the Rocky Mountains - the 
New Madrid seismic zone as shown in Figure 1. As the vital links on the 
priority routes, bridges should be protected from earthquake damage in order 
to keep the priority routes open for transportation of goods and services 
after the occurrence of an earthquake. An abutment which supports the end of a 
bridge span and provides the lateral support for the soil or rock upon which 
the roadway rests immediately adjacent to the bridge is one of the most 
critical elements of a bridge during an earthquake. As the numerous cases of 
damage or failure to bridges induced by abutment displacement or failure have 
clearly demonstrated in prior earthquakes, the damage of an abutment is mainly 
associated with the movement and failure induced by the strong earthquake 
ground motion and high seismic lateral earth pressure. Severe abutment damage 
or movement may cause loss of bridge spans and hence cut the access of a 
route. In this appendix, a span-loss type of bridge collapse due to 
earthquake induced abutment sliding is analyzed and corresponding criteria to 
this type of collapse is established. The forces involved in the movement of 
abutments during an earthquake are discussed and the analyses methods for 
existing bridge abutments are advanced. A spreadsheet program based upon the 
these methods has been developed and used to estimate potential earthquake 
damages of 276 bridges on the priority routes. 
THE FORCES ACTING ON AN ABUTMENT DURING AN EARTHQUAKE 
SEISMIC EARTH PRESSURES 
Active Seismic Earth Pressure 
Commonly known as the Mononobe-Okabe analysis~21131 the seismic earth 
pressure on a retaining wall type of abutment was derived based upon the 
following assumptions: 
a. The failure in soil takes place along a plane such as BC shown in 
Figure 2. At failure, full strength along the failure surface is 
mobilized; 
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Figure 1. Location of New Madrid Seismic Zone 
8 
H 
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Force polygon for trial failure wedge 
c 
Figure 2. Seismic Active Earth Pressure 
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b. The abutment is free to move sufficiently to produce minimum active 
seismic earth pressure; 
c. The backfill is cohesionless soil, with a friction angle <P and the 
shear strength (s) can be given by 
s = u' tan.p 
d. The soil behind the abutment behaves as a rigid body. 
The forces on the failure wedge per unit length of the abutment are: 
- weight of wedge W 
- active seismic earth pressure E 
•• 
- horizontal inertia force K W 
h 
- vertical inertia force K W 
v 
K horizontal earthquake acceleration coefficient 
h 
K - vertical earthquake acceleration coefficient 
v 
(1) 
Equilibrium established for the soil wedge behind the abutment which will 








= - 1- 7 H
2 
(1 - K ) K 
2 v ae 
unit weight of soil 
height of soil surface, i.e. height of abutment back 
seismic active earth pressure coefficient 
2 
cos (.p - 9 - 13) 
K•• = ----;:--;:::========-:;z] 2
2 [ sin(.P+o)sin(.P-9-i) 
case cos f3 cos(o+f3+9) 1 + cos(o+f3+S)cos(i (3) 
where: 
<P - friction angle of soil 
K 
9 = tan-1( __ h_ l 
1-K 
v 
o - friction angle between soil and abutment wall 
f3 - slope angle of soil face 





Figure 3 shows the variation of seismic earth pressure coefficient K •• 
for different levels of K . The seismic active 
earth pressure increases as soil friction angle decreases and as the 
horizontal earthquake acceleration increases. The seismic earth pressure 
appears to be very sensitive to the friction angle tf> and if t/> is fixed, the 
seismic active earth pressure coefficient changes more rapidly for larger 
values of K than for smaller values of K . In Western Kentucky, Kh is 
h h 
estimated to be 0.2, tf> is approximately 25 to 30 degrees, and the seismic 
earth pressure is approximately 1. 5 times the static active earth pressure. 
Passive Seismic Earth Pressure 
The equivalent expressions for seismic passive earth pressure resultant 




1 r H2 (1 - K ) K 
pe v pe 
2 cos (t/> - e + f3) 
Kpe = -----;::----;:::=======:=-:;z] 2 
z [ sin(tf>+o)sin(tf>-S+i) 
cose cos f3 cos(o-(3+8) 1- cos(o-f3+S)cos(i-(3) 
Figure 
coefficient 
4 shows the variation of the 












passive earth pressure behaves just the opposite as active earth pressure. For 
seismic passive earth pressure, K decreases as tf> decreases and K increases. 
pe h 
Comparing Figure 4 with Figure 3, it is clear that seismic passive earth 
pressure is much larger than active seismic earth pressure, for example, K 
pe 
is approximately 4.5 times K when ¢=25, K =0.2, K =0. 
ae h v 
Point of Application of Resultant Earth Pressure 
The Mononobe-Okabe solution for active earth pressure on retaining walls 
implies that the resultant force will act at a distance of 1/3H measured from 
the bottom of the wall (H = height of the wall, ft), which is similar to the 
static case. However, laboratory tests indicate that the distance of resultant 
force from the bottom of the wall becomes greater as effects of the earthquake 
increase. 
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INFLUENCE OF SOIL FRICTION ANGLE 
ON ACTIVE EARTH PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 
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Figure 3. Seismic Active Earth Pressure Coefficient 
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For practical considerations, Seed and Whitman141 suggested the distance 
------------;oc.l--.t"h"e'"e"ar,.;.t"h pressure resultant f1 om the bottom of the wall ean be caleulated 
by: 
H = [E (-
3
1 H) +(AE )(0.6H)]/E (7) 
a ae ae 
where: 
E - static earth pressure resultant acting at l/3H • 
AE - additional seismic earth pressure force at 0. 6H 
•• 
let F = 
t 
AE = E - E 






called the magnification ratio which shows the increase of soil 
active pressure due to earthquake effects. The influence of the soil friction 
angle on the magnification ratio F is shown in Figure 5. Substituting eq. (8) 
t 
into eq. (7), the following formula is obtained 
H = (0.6 - 0.267 ) H 
Ft 
For the case of K =0. 2, H is approximately 0.45H. 
h 
Limitations of Mononobe-Okabe Analysis 
Figure 5 indicates the slight effect of ¢ on 
(9) 
the F until ¢ becomes 
t 
relatively small. In a range of small values of ¢, F increases sharply and 
t 
becomes infinite for a specific critical value of ¢ cr This condition may be 
presented as 
+ e = i + (10) 
This is also the necessary condition under which eq.(3) could have a real 
solution. If the stated condition is not satisfied, this implies that an 
equilibrium condition will not exist. The limiting value of K which 
her 
provides an absolute upper bound for the seismic acceleration which may be 
transmitted to any structure whatsoever that is constructed on a soil having 
given strength characteristics can be given by 
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a) Seismic Condition b) Static Condition 
Figure 7. Force Diagrams 
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For the cases involved in this study, q, ranges from approximately 25 to 
30 degrees and maximum earthquake acceleration coefficient is 0. 2. Calculating 
K from eq. (10), K 0.37 •.vhich ·is greater than K =0.2. Therefore, the 
are shown 
described. 
in Figure 8. These values are absolute values 




The weight of an abutment acting at its center of gravity is the major 
force in maintaining its stability against sliding. 
LOADS 
The Reactions from the Superstructure 
The reactions from the superstructure may be transmitted to the bridge 
seat of an abutment through the bearings in several ways. Roller and rocker 
bearings providing for expansion and contraction are assumed to transmit only 
vertical forces to the abutment. On the other hand, fixed bearings at the end 
of the bridge subject the abutment to vertical as well as horizontal 
reactions. The loads from the superstructure are assumed to be distributed 
over the entire length of the front wall of an abutment. Only the vertical 
reaction is taken into account in this analysis. This vertical force 




= -....--'-• L (12) 
where: 
W - dead load of superstructure transmitted to the abutment 
sup 
(half the weight of first span should be used since the 
most critical case is that without consideration of the 
Jive load) 
L - the length of abutment ( the total projected length is 
suggested to be used for the abutment with wing wall to 
simplify the calculation) 
Additional Earth Pressure due to Wheel Loads 
The active earth pressure against the back of the abutment is increased 
whenever wheel loads are transmitted to the backfill immediately behind the 
abutment. The magnitude of this additional active earth pressure depends upon 
the properties of soil, position of the wheel and magnitude of the wheel load. 
This earth pressure increase should be considered in the analysis since it 
will increase the tendency for sliding of the abutment. Usually, wheel loads 
are assumed to be equivalent to a uniformly distributed load, q, often taken 
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as 240 psf for H-10 highway loading~ 51 This uniform surcharge is commonly 
considered as an additional backfill layer as shown in Figure 6 having a 
.height H qt;y, where 7 is the unit weight of backfill material. The 
• 
corresponding additional horizontal earth pressure is assumed to be uniformly 
distributed across the height of the abutment with a magnitude of K H , where • • 
K is the static active earth pressure coefficient which may be obtained from 
a 
Figure 4 for 
earth pressure 
Kh = 0 (static conditions). The resultant of this additional 
E may be assumed to act at the mid height of the abutment and 
• 
may be calculated by 
E=KrHH= (13) 
• • 
K q H 
• • 
INERTIA FORCES 
The inertia forces exist as long as an abutment is in a state of motion, 
which is induced by the ground motion of the earthquake. 
=rnA g=A W 
h h 
E =rna =rnA g=A W 
lv v v v 
where: 
E , E - horizontal, vertical 
lh lv 
inertia forces acting 
center of gravity 
a 
v 
- horizontal, vertical accelerations of the motion. 
A - horizontal, vertical acceleration coefficients 
v 
- weight of the abutment per unit length 
PSEUDOSTATIC RESISTANCE TO SLIDING 
ABUTMENT SLIDING 
at 
For an existing abutment, the static resistance against sliding has a 
minimum factor of safety of 1. However, the dynamic factor of safety could be 
less than 1 because of the increased active earth pressure induced by the 
earthquake. The result is that those abutments which have no sliding problem 
in the static state might have the potential of sliding which might result in 
collapse of the bridge span during an earthquake. It is important to know 
whether sliding will occur during an earthquake and what the magnitude of the 
sliding would be. A criterion is established and a pseudo-static method is 
employed to determine the dynamic resistance against sliding. 
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FREE BODY DIAGRAM 
Figure 7 shows the force diagram of a free body abutment with the 









height of abutment 
height of berm or slope protection if any 
vertical load transmitted from superstructure per length 
weight of abutment per unit length 
resultant of equivalent earth pressure due to wheel load 
on the backfill adjacent to the abutment 




resultant of active static earth pressure 
E resultant of passive seismic earth pressure due to berm 
pe 
E resultant of passive static earth pressure due to berm 
p 
K W- critical horizontal inertia force 
ho 




vertical earthquake acceleration coefficient 
K maximum acceleration coefficient under which an abutment 
ho 
can just prevent sliding 
V seismic total vertical resultant at base of abutment 
• 
V static total vertical resultant at base of abutment 
S seismic total horizontal resultant at base of abutment 
e 
S static total horizontal resultant at base of abutment 
- backfill slope angle 
f3 slope angle of back face of abutment wall 
13
2 
slope of angle front face of abutment wall 
Cl friction angle between abutment wall and backfill 
1/>b friction angle at abutment base 
The comparison of the forces related to the sliding of an abutment under 
static conditions and under seismic conditions is summarized hereinafter. In 
most cases, total resisting forces under seismic conditions are Jess than 
those under the static conditions while total driving forces under seismic 
conditions are greater than those under static conditions. As a consequence, 
the factor of safety for sliding under seismic conditions will be less than 
the factor of safety for sliding under static conditions. The abutment, 
therefore, is more likely to slide during earthquakes. 
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Seismic Conditions Static Conditions 
Driving E cos(o+S ) = E cos(o+(3 ) 
• I B 1 
Forces E cos(o+(3 ) > E cos(o+S ) 
•• 1 • 1 
E sin<o-(3
2
) < E sin<o-(3 ) 
pe p 2 
K w > 0 
ho 
K w > 0 
v 
Resisting E sin(o+(3 ) 
• 1 
= E sin(o+S ) • 1 
Forces E sin(o+(3 ) > E sin(ll+(3 ) 
•• 1 • 1 
E COS(/l-(3 ) < E COS(o-(32 ) pe 2 p 
w = w 
w = w 
s • 
Factor of FS < FS 
• 
Safety 
MAXIMUM RESISTANCE AGAINST SLIDING 
Define a coefficient K corresponding to a steady acceleration K g, 
ho ho 
where g is the acceleration of gravity, acting in 
would just overcome the resistance to sliding of 
value of horizontal earthquake acceleration, K g, 
h 
the proper direction which 
the abutment. For a given 
the following criterion is 
established. 
If K g "' K g , sliding will take place. 
h ho 
If K g < K g , sliding will not occur. 
h ho 
The value of K for a given abutment may be calculated through the force 
ho 
equilibrium shown in the Figure 7a, 
V = W + 0-K ) W +(E +E ) sin(ll+(3 ) - E sin(ll-(3 ) 
e s v sae 1 pe 2 
(14) 
S = K W + (E +E ) cos(ll+(3 ) - E cos(o-(3 ) 
e ho s ae 1 pe Z 
(15) 
S=Vtan¢ 
• • b 
(16) 
Note that E and E are functions of K (See eq.(2) - eq. (5)), it is 
ae pe ho 
very difficult to derive an explicit expression for the direct calculation of 
K from the equations. A rough but conservative estimate of K is given in 
ho ho 
Figure 8, based upon the following assumptions: 
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Figure 8. Maximum Resistance Coefficient Against Sliding 
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Figure 9. Span-Loss Type of Collapse and Criteria 
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a) w = 0 
• 
b) i = (3 = (3 = 0 
c) "' ~ "' b 
d) cS = "' /2 
e) w w = 
l/2r Hz 
f) E = 0 
pe 
g) K = 0 
v 
h) E = 0 
• 
If the value of K is less than K 
h ho 
in Figure 8 for a given abutment 
having a known w and ¢, the abutment will not slide due to an earthquake. 
However, if K is greater than K , it does not necessarily mean that the 
h ho 
abutment will slide during an earthquake since the K is very conservative 
ho 
without considering the positive effects of W and E . The sliding might 
s pe 
occur in some of the abutments and might not in some others. Therefore, K 
ho 
should be used only for a rough estimate and may not be used for further 
calculations such as the magnitude of the sliding, etc. A more accurate and 
simple method is presented in the following sections. 
REQUIRED MINIMUM WEIGHT OF ABUTMENT 
CRITERION FOR SPAN-LOSS TYPE OF COLLAPSE 
Assuming that an abutment will slide during an earthquake, it should have 
sufficient weight to limit the resulting displacement, thus preventing any 
serious damage to the superstructure and the abutment itself. A critical 
condition called span-loss type of collapse is presented and corresponding 
criteria are established. 
Among those bridges analyzed during this study, most of the 
superstructures belong to the simply supported system. Usually, the bearings 
at two abutments are fixed ones. Consequently, at least one of the piers 
adjacent to either abutment will have two expansion bearings, which allow for 
relatively free horizontal movement. The displacement at the abutment will be 
transmitted totally to the superstructure of the end span if the 
superstructure is assumed to be rigid. Because of the expansion bearings, the 
superstructure of the end span will move freely in the direction of the 
abutment sliding and hence push the superstructure of the next end span with 
the same displacement in the same direction. If the total sliding displacement 
of an abutment during an earthquake is greater than the length of support of 
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the second end span superstructure at the top of the pier, the superstructure 
of the secon onse uently be pushed off the top of the pier as 
illustrated in Figure 9 and route access 1 ~t off completely. This 
critical condition is defined as the span-Joss type of collapse. However, this 
is still not the most critical situation. Since the abutment and pier will 
respond to the earthquake motion simultaneously, the most critical case occurs 
when the direction of the earthquake induced vibration of the pier is just 
opposite to the direction of abutment sliding as shown in Figure 9. The 
criterion for the most critical condition in span-Joss type of collapse may be 
expressed as: 
D < D = D 
ma.x rna sp 
D i!:D =D 










- maximum relative sliding displacement of abutment 
D 
ma 
- maximum allowable sliding displacement of abutment 
D - support length of superstructure on the pier top 
•P 
D - maximum displacement at top of pier during vibration 
pier 
THE MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT OF ABUTMENT 
displacement of 
earthquake acceleration, velocity time 
coefficient of the wall, K . 
The total relative a retaining 
history, and 
wall depends on the 
critical acceleration 
ho 
Newmarklbl and then Franklin and Chang171 computed the maximum 
displacement response of several natural and synthetic earthquake records by 
scaling all records at a normalized maximum acceleration of O.Sg (A=O.S) and a 
normalized maximum ground velocity of 30 in/sec. An upper bound envelope curve 
of all recorded maximum displacements in terms of the ratio of the maximum 
resistance coefficient, K , to the maximum earthquake acceleration 
ho 
coefficient, A, is shown in Figure 10. An approximation to the curve for 
relatively low displacement is expressed in the following relation for any 
consistent set of units 
D = 0.087 (17) 
max 
where: 
D - maximum relative displacement of the wall subjected to 
max 
an earthquake record with A and v 
A - maximum acceleration coefficient of an earthquake 
v - maximum ground velocity of an earthquake 
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Figure 10. Upper Bound Envelope of Max. Diaplacement 










Figure 12. Dynamic Modeling for Pier during Earthquake 
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Since this expression is obtained from the envelope curve and e 
base for the envelope includes most of the big recorded earthquakes in 
California and other locations, it may reasonably be used directly to estimate 
the maximum displacement for an earthquake in many other areas where the 
possible acceleration coefficient, A, and ground velocity, v, are less than 
0.5 and 30 in/sec, respectively. 
CALCULATION OF REQUIRED MINIMUM WEIGHT 
Corresponding to the criterion described previously, an abutment is not 
allowed to have a sliding displacement more than D in order to prevent the 
ma 
span-loss type of collapse. In other words, a minimum weight of abutment is 
required to ensure that the possible sliding displacement is less than the 
maximum allowable displacement D . For a given potential earthquake having a 
ma 
possible A and v, the maximum resistance coefficient 
the allowable maximum displacement D may be obtained 















reference resistance coefficient under which the 
abutment will have sliding displacement of D 
rna 
This indicates that an abutment subject 
horizontal acceleration of K g will have a 
href 
to earthquake motion 




displacement greater than D will lead to collapse of the span, the abutment 
rna 
must have a certain amount of weight which will prevent the abutment from 
having this much displacement. This certain weight of abutment is defined here 
as the required minimum weight, W Therefore the criteria in terms of D 
req 










< D .. w > w no collapse 
rna req 
" D .. w " w collapse ma req 
- actual weight of abutment per unit length 
- required minimum weight of abutment per unit length 
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rna 
If the actual weight 
weight, the abutment will 
cause a span-loss type of 
of abutment is less than the required mm1mum 
have a sliding displacement sufficiently large to 
collapse. The formula for calcnlatjng W may he 
roq 
derived from eq.(l4), (IS), and (16). 
w = + I I b E [ 




(1-K ) tan9'> - tans •• 
v ref 
[ 
cos(o-13) - sin(o-13) tan9'> ] 
2 2 b E 
( 1-K ) tan9'> - tanS pe 
v ref 
[ 
tan9'>b ] ----=-- w. 
(1-K ) tan9'> - tanS 
v ref 
[ 
cos ( o+l3 ) - s i n(o+l3 ) tan9'> 
I I b ] ~----- Es 
( 1-K ) tan9'> - tans 
v ref 
K 




From eq. (19), the effects of various types of force on the required 
minimum weight may be clearly seen. The seismic active earth pressure and 
wheel load induced equivalent active earth pressure are the forces leading to 
sliding and therefore increase the required weight as they increase. On the 
other hand, the seismic passive earth pressure and superstructure transmitted 
vertical load are the forces resisting sliding and therefore decrease the 
required weight as they increase. Separating the earthquake affected factors 
from the four terms in eq. (19), the equation may be rewritten as 
W =C 
req ae 
r H2 - c r H2 - c w + c q H 





cos ( ~+(3 ) - s in(~+f3 ) tan¢ ] K 
= 1 1 b ae (1-K ) 





cos(~-(3) - sin(~-(3) tan¢ ] K 
= z z b --E..: (1-K ) 





(1-K ) tan¢ - tans 
v ref 
• [ 
cos(li+f3) - sin(~+f3) tan¢ ] 
= I I b K 







The values of the coefficients C , C , C , C are given in Figure 11 
aepewss 
for known maximum allowable displacement D and soil friction angle ¢. These 
ma 
charts are for the situation when i=(3 =(3 =0, ¢ =¢, ~=¢/2, K =0 and when A=O.Z 
1 2 b v 
and V=30A inch/sec which is assumed for all practical purposes. By these 
charts and eq. (21), the required minimum weight of the abutment corresponding 




with the actual W, the possibility of span-loss type of 
collapse may be estimated. 
DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM EARTHQUAKE DISPLACEMENT OF PIER 
All aspects involved in the analysis have been discussed except D . As 
ma 
defined, D =D - D . The support 
rna sp pier 
length of the superstructure on the top 
of the pier adjacent to the abutment, D , may be obtained from plans or from 
sp 
the field measurement. The problem remaining is how to determine the maximum 
displacement at the top of the pier during an earthquake induced vibration, 
D . A simple procedure is provided here which is based upon the dynamic 
pier 
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Figure 11. Coefficient Related to the Calculation of W 
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Basic Assumptions for a Pier in Vibration 
a) Single degree of freedom system (SDOF) with the mass 
concentrated at top of pier, 
b) Flexural type of deformation in the longitudinal direction of 
bridge, and 
c) Rigid fixed end at the foundation. 
Basic Theory for SDOF System and Response Spectra 
If a SDOF system, as shown in Figure 12, is subjected to ground motion 
z(t), the equations for absolute motion u(t) and relative motion w(t) are 
m u(t) + k u(t) = k z(t) 
m w(t) + k w(t) = -mz(t) 
where. 
m - concentrated mass of the system 
k - lateral stiffness the system 
u(t) - absolute motion 
w(t) - relative motion 
z(t) - ground translated motion 
The Duhamel integral solution of eq.(26) is 





W(t) =I z(1;) sin wn(t--c) d-c 
0 
w - natural frequency of the system 
n 















= (-2n ) W(t l 
II m 





The maximum velocity: 
v = w w (29) 
max n max 
The maximum acceleration: 
z a = w w (30) 
max n max 
Plots of w , v , and a versus T are called the 
max max max n 
pseudo-displacement, pseudo-velocity, and pseudo-acceleration response 
spectra, respectively. Simulated pseudo-velocity spectra for ground motion at 
three sites in Western Kentucky for large and medium sized New Madrid 
Earthquakes are available~ 81 The velocity spectrum for a large size earthquake 
at site 3 will have the strongest response and hence were chosen for the 
analysis as shown in Figure 13a. The maximum displacement spectrum as shown in 
Figure 13b is generated based upon the envelope which represents the maximum 
response among the different directions. 
Maximum Earthquake Displacement at Pier Top 
According to the AASHTO Standard Specification For Highway Bridges, the 
natural period of vibration of a structure can be computed by 




W -the weight of system (total superstructure transmitted 
loads on the pier plus half of the pier weight) 
k - the stiffness of system (total static uniform force pound 
required to cause a l-inch maximum horizontal deflection at 
pier top) 
When the natural period T is calculated, the maximum displacement, D 
pier 
during an earthquake may be easily determined from Figure 13b. The D may be 
rna 
calculated by D = D 
rna sp 
- D . 
pier 
and makes D less than 0. This 
rna 
Notice that D might 
pier 
means that the dynamic 
be greater than D 
sp 
deflection of pier at 
top is sufficiently great to cause the span-loss type of collapse itself. 
Regardless of the response of the abutment, the dynamic deflection of the pier 
will cause the collapse of a span and hence cut access to the route. This 
method also may be used to estimate the possibility of span-loss type of 
collapse due to the dynamic deflection of any pier or bent rather than the 
pier adjacent to the abutment. 
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PSEUDO-VELOCITY RESPONSE SPECTRUM 
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APPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
A spread sheet computer program has been developed to carry out all the 
analyses described in this paper. Figure 14 is the flow chart for the 
program. Material properties and geometric properties of the abutment are 
required as input. By using this program, 276 bridges on the referenced 
priority routes have been analyzed. The results indicate that about 107. of the 
bridges have the potential possibility of span-loss type of collapse either 
due to a combination of abutment sliding and pier dynamic deflection or due to 
the dynamic deflection of the pier itself. Of course, the analysis is on the 
conservative side because some of the positive factors such as the strong 
lateral links between the superstructure and abutment have not been taken into 
account and also because the most critical conditions are always employed for 
the analysis when the exact behavior is not known or the necessary data are 
not available. 
DETERMINATION OF SOIL FRICTION ANGLE 
In the analyses of the 276 bridges, most of the soil friction angles for 
the bridge sites are not available. Because the soil friction angle is one of 
the most important factors in the analysis and the analysis results are very 
sensitive to this factor, reliable results will not be obtained if erroneous 
values are used for the analysis. Fortunately, the information relative to the 
plasticity index, PI, of soils at different locations and different depths in 
every county are available. It provides the basis for determination of soil 
friction angle used in the analyses. Since the locations for soils having PI 
data are different from the locations of those bridges, statistical and 
probability analyses have been applied to determine the value of friction 
angle. The analysis includes the following steps: 
a. convert the PI values to the friction angle values through 
(9] 
the relationship between the two ; 
tP = 44.7 - 12 log(PI 7.) (32) 
b. consider each value as a "sample" as per the statistical 
definition; 
c. determine the frequency density distribution for the samples; 
d. normalize the population of the samples as a lognormal 
distribution which best matches the frequency density 
distribution; 
e. calculate the mean value and standard deviation of the 
population; and 
f. estimate the value with 957. confidence level. 
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The value of soil friction angle determined by the previous procedure 
will be less than the true value with 957. confidence. By using the values, the 
analysis with the value, therefore, has only a 57. probability that the 
analysis is on the unsafe side. This meets the general civil engineering 
requirement of 957.-confidence level for this type of analysis. The statistical 
and probability analyses have been carried out for the 26 counties by using a 
spreadsheet computer program developed for this purpose. One of the results is 
shown in Figure 15. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A system of priority routes for use after an earthquake has been selected 
by the Kentucky Transportation Center for the western part of Kentucky. It was 
necessary to analyze nearly 300 bridges to determine whether they might 
succumb to the possibility of span-loss type failures. An analysis procedure 
was developed and used. From this study, it was determined that: 
The most important forces acting on an abutment during an earthquake are 
seismic active and passive earth pressures, superstructure transmitted load, 
gravity force of the abutment, wheel load induced equivalent active earth 
pressure, horizontal and vertical inertia forces. The effects of different 
forces on and abutment sliding also have been shown. 
The maximum dynamic resistance against the sliding of an abutment during 
an earthquake is analyzed and a conservative and approximate method for 
estimating the maximum dynamic resistance coefficient has been provided. If 
the potential earthquake horizontal acceleration coefficient is greater than 
the maximum dynamic resistance coefficient, the abutment is likely to slide 
during an earthquake. 
A span-loss type of collapse has been formulated and the corresponding 
criterion has been established. If the sliding displacement of an abutment 
plus the dynamic deflection at the top of a pier adjacent to the abutment are 
greater than the support length of superstructure on the pier top, the span is 
likely to collapse and hence the route will be cut off. 
The procedures for calculating the required minimum weight of an abutment 
is advanced and a formula along with several charts are presented for the 
practical use. The span-loss type of collapse is not likely to occur when the 
actual weight of an abutment is greater than the required minimum weight. 
Related to the maximum allowable displacement, a simple method to 
determined the maximum dynamic lateral deflection of a pier by using the 
displacement spectra is described. The method may also be applied to the 
analysis of a pier. 
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Statistical and probability analyses are employed to determine the soil 
friction angles used in the analysis The values of the friction angles waieh 
have been used in the analysis ensured that analysis is on the safe side with 
a 9S7.-confidence level. 
A spreadsheet program has been developed and applied to analyze 276 
bridges on the priority routes. 
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EVALUATING BRIDGE DAMAGES RELATED TO 
EARTHQUAKE INDUCED VIBRATION OF PIER OR BENT 
INTRODUCTION 
Earthquake induced ground motion will generate vibrations of bridge 
piers. The maximum dynamic deflection of a pier during vibration may cause the 
collapse of the bridge span. In this appendix, the criterion for estimating 
this span-loss type of bridge collapse is established and corresponding 
calculation procedures are provided. A pier in vibration from earthquake 
induced ground motion is simplified as a single degree of freedom system, and 
hence the theory of SDOF is applied to analyze the dynamic response of a pier 
to an earthquake. The procedure for obtaining earthquake response spectra from 
recorded earthquake ground motion or from numerically simulated earthquake 
ground motion is also presented. An earthquake response spectrum based upon a 
simulated large New Madrid Earthquake in Western Kentucky is chosen as the 
analysis response spectrum to estimate the earthquake response of a pier or 
bent. The structural models for different types of piers or bents are 
discussed and a spread sheet program was developed to estimate the potential 
damage to a pier or bent during an earthquake. 
CRITERION TO SPAN-LOSS TYPE OF BRIDGE COLLAPSE 
SPAN-LOSS TYPE OF BRIDGE COLLAPSE 
During an earthquake, a pier or a bent is in a state of vibration. The 
vibration may lead to a significant dynamic deflection and seismic moments and 
shear forces in the pier or bent. For an existing bridge, both the dynamic 
deflection and dynamic stress may cause the collapse of the bridge span. If 
the dynamic deflection causes a total loss of the support length of the 
superstructure on the pier or bent top, the span will collapse. If the dynamic 
moment or shear exceeds the maximum flexural or shear strength of the pier 
column, the pier will lose its bearing capacity and the span will collapse 
because its support components (columns) have collapsed. Both failures cause 
loss of support. Therefore, they are classified in a same failure category 
which is defined as a span-loss type of collapse. This type of bridge failure 
must be prevented for bridges which are on the priority routes. 
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Failure From Dynamic Deflection 
The maximum dynamic displacement of a pier occurs at the top when it is 
subjected to earthquake vibrations. If this maximum dynamic displacement is 
greater than the length of support of a span on the pier top, the span will 
fall as shown in Figure la. The criterion for this type of collapse is: 
If 
If 







D - Maximum dynamic displacement at pier top, 
max 
D - Length of support of span on pier top. 
sp 
Failure From Seismic Moment or Shear Force 
Earthquake induced vibrations result in a seismic moment and shear in the 
pier column. The most critical section of a column will be at the bottom just 
above the footing. This location has the largest dynamic moment and shear, as 
shown in Figure lb. Beca~se neither the "Guide Specifications For Seismic 
Design Of Highway Bridges" I) nor any other seismic design specification were 
used in designing the bridges studied and reported on herein, the columns are 
generally weak in resisting earthquake loadings. The earthquake induced 
seismic moment or shear may exceed the maximum flexural strength or shear 
strength of a column and it will cause the column to collapse. If one column 
collapses, the other columns will take more seismic moments or shear forces 
due to the redistributions of moments and shear forces. In this case, the 
other columns are more likely to collapse, and hence pier may lose all bearing 
capacity. The superstructure supported on such a pier will collapse as a 
result of losing support. The criterion for this kind of span-loss type of 
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M - Maximum seismic moment at the bottom of a pier column, 
max 
M - The flexural strength of a column, 
fsc 
V - Maximum seismic shear force at the bottom of a pier column, 
max 
V - The shear strength of a column. 
fsc 
RESPONSE OF PIERS TO GROUND MOTION 
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR A PIER SUBJECTED TO GROUND MOTION 
a. Single degree of freedom system (SDOF) having the mass 
concentrated at the top of the pier, 
b. Flexural type of deformation in the longitudinal direction of 
a bridge, and shear type of deformation in the transverse 
direction of a bridge, 
c. Rigidly fixed end at the foundation. 
BASIC THEORY FOR SDOF SYSTEM AND RESPONSE SPECTRA121 
If a SDOF system, as shown in Figure 2, is subjected to ground motion 
z(t), the equations for absolute motion, u(t), and relative motion, w(t), are 
m u(t) + c ~(t) + k u(t) = c z(t) +k z(t) 








- concentrated mass of the system, 
- damping coefficient, 
- lateral stiffness the system, 
- absolute motion, 
- relative motion, 
- ground translated motion. 
The Duhamel integral solution of eq. (2) is 









W(t) = J z(T) e-i;Wn(t-Tl 
0 
sin w (t--r) d-r 
n 
w - natural frequency of the system 
n 
l; - damping factor 
maximum value of relative displacement 
(-'-) 
T 
w = W(t ) = (+) W(t ) 
max w m ll m 
n 
occurs at time 





is the natural period of the system 





v = w w (6) 
max n max 
The maximum acceleration equals 
2 
Plots 
a = w w 
max n max 
of w ' max v ' and max a max versus T n 
(7) 
are called the 
pseudo-displacement, pseudo-velocity, and pseudo-acceleration response 
spectra, respectively. The maximum response of the structure to a specific 
ground motion may be determined by using the response spectra, as long as the 
natural period of the structure is known. 
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS RESPONSE SPECTRA 
As discussed previous, the response spectra provide an effective way to 
determinate the maximum responses of a structure to earthquake induced ground 
motions. The spectra used in designing earthquake resistance of new structures 
and predicting potential earthquake damage of existing structures are defined 
as design response spectra and analysis response spectra, respectively, in 
this appendix. Both spectra may be generated from either recorded earthquake 
ground motions or from numerically simulated earthquake ground motions. 
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RESPONSE SPECTRA FROM RECORDED EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTIONS
131 
Recorded Accelerograms 
Accelerograms are sets of plots which record the change of 
of ground motion versus time during an earthquake. Figure 
accelerograms for several representative earthquakes. Each plot 
record for a specific location and a specific direction. 




Further details can be developed from an accelerogram. By integrating the 
acceleration, a plot of ground velocity versus time may be obtained. 
Similarly, a plot of ground displacement may also be generated by integration 
of ground velocity. Figure 4 shows ground velocity and ground displacement 
derived from the recorded ground acceleration. 
Maximum Response 
The most important step in creating a design response spectrum is 
determination of the maximum response of a given structure to a specific 
ground motion. The under lying theory is based upon the response of a SDOF 
system. The vibrational characteristics of such a simple system may be reduced 
to two: the natural frequency and the amount of damping. By recalculating the 
time record of response to a specific ground motion for a wide range of 
natural frequencies and for each of a set of common amount of damping, the 
response spectra for one ground motion may be determined. It is simply the 
plot of the maximum response for each combination of frequency and damping. 
Figure 5 shows an example of such maximum response and illustrates that the 
random nature of ground motion leads to a response that is very erratic in 
that a slight change in natural period brings about a very large change in 
response. 
Design Spectrum 
Different ground motion leads to response spectra having peaks and 
valleys at different points with respect to the natural frequency. Thus, 
computing response spectra for several different ground motions and then 
averaging them, based upon some normalization for different amplitudes of 
shaking, will lead to a smoother set of spectra. Such smoothed spectra may be 
used as design spectra, as shown in Figure 6. 
RESPONSE SPECTRA FROM NUMERICALLY SIMULATED GROUND MOTIOd
41 
Earthquake Modeling 
The technique used to numerically model the ground motion requires 
elementary Green's function as the most important input parameter. Both 
synthetic and empirical Green's functions may be superposed to model the 
seismic rupture of a large earthquake. 
71 
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Numerical Modeling Technique 
This technique is based upon a kinematic model of the seismic rupture 
process, leading to the construction of synthetic seismograms that may, m 
turn, be used for calculating peak ground-motion values and response spectra. 
Synthetic Seismograms 
Figure 7 shows the synthetic accelerogram calculated by the numerical 
modeling technique for a large New Madrid Earthquake at the Cumberland River 
Bridge in Western Kentucky. This figure displays the vertical, Z, radial, R, 
and transverse, T, acceleration histories that are computed. The radial and 
transverse orientation are with respect to the azimuth from the source to the 
site. 
Response Spectra 
Figure 8 shows the 5-percent damped response spectra (em/sec) obtained 
from the synthetic accelerogram for a large New Madrid Earthquake at the 
Cumberland River Bridge in Western Kentucky. The response spectra for three 
components together with the spectra for the calculated horizontal component 
are shown. The horizontal component was calculated as the arithmetic mean of 
the spectra of the radial and transverse components. 
SPECTRA USED IN THE ANALYSIS 
Available Response Spectra 
The available response spectra for the bridges in Western Kentucky are 
provided by M.L. Jost and R.B. Herrmann of Saint Louis University in their 
paper entitled Numerical Simulation Of Ground Motions At 3 Sjtes In Western 
Kentucky For A Large And A Medium Size New Madrid Earthquake
15 
• Two sizes for 
model earthquakes are considered, a large size (M = 8.4) and a medium size 
s 
(M =7.2). Three sites in Western Kentucky, namely the Barkly Dam, the Eggners 
s 
Ferry Bridge, and the Cumberland River bridge are addressed. A complete set of 
synthetic time histories is presented. Furthermore, a set of 5-percent damping 
velocity response spectra, obtained from synthetic seismograms, was calculated 
for all three model earthquakes at the selected three sites. 
Spectra Selected for Analysis 
Among all the stimulated pseudo-velocity spectra described previously, 
the response spectrum at the Cumberland River Bridge is the largest. 
Therefore, it was chosen as the spectra for the analysis in this report. 
Figure 8 is the velocity response spectra for this special case. An envelope 
of this velocity spectra is shown in Figure 8 and is replotted in Figure 9, 
which covers all possible maximum velocities in vertical, radial, 
transverse, and horizontal directions. Using this envelope in the calculations 
























Figure 7. Synthesized Ground Acceleration in W. Kentucky 
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Figure 9. Envelope of Velocity Response Spectra in W. KY 
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Figure 1 D. Maximum Displacement Spectra in W. Kentucky 
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Displacement Response Sj:>ectra 
Based on the previously selected envelop of velocity response speco:tra:-------
which represent the maximum response in all directions at all sites, the 
maximum displacement response spectra may be obtained by: 
T 
w n = --v 2n max {8) max 
The displacement response spectra are shown in Figure 10. This is used 
with the maximum velocity response spectra in the pseudo-static analysis of 
the piers. 
MAXIMUM DYNAMIC DISPLACEMENT AT PIER OR BENT TOP 
The maximum dynamic displacement at the pier or bent top may be 
determined from the maximum displacement spectra and natural period of the 




There are five major types of substructures in those bridges involved in 
this study: 
a) Solid pier on rock (Single column pier) 
b) Open pier on rock (Multi column pier) 
c) Solid pier on piles (Single column pier) 
d) Open pier on piles {Multi column pier) 
e) Pile bent (Multi pile bent) 
These five types of substructure may be modeled in two types of structural 
systems, single-column system and multi-column system, as shown in Figure 11. 
Deformation Shapes 
The deformation shapes depend upon the directions of the deformations. 
Two critical deformation directions are considered in the analyses. They are 
the longitudinal direction and transverse direction with respect to the 
bridges global direction ordinates. The following assumptions are made for the 
deformation shapes in each direction, 
a. Flexural type of deformation for longitudinal direction 
b. Shear type of deformation for transverse direction 
The deformation shapes for each structural model and each direction are 
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Figure 11. Structure Modeling 
PARTIALLY FIXED END 






FIXED END IN 
MIDDLE OF PILE 
Fixity Assumptions 
Two types of fixity at the bottom of substructures are assume...r---,,---------
simulate the foundation conditions, as shown in Figure 12. 
a. Fully fixed end 
b. Partially fixed end 
Since the stiffness of a vibrational system will differ for different end 
fixities and the response of the system to vibration is largely dependent upon 
the stiffness of the system, all the substructures are analyzed using a 
fully-fixed-end assumption and partially-fixed-end assumption. The maximum 
displacements are used as criteria. 
For pile bents, it is assumed that the piles are fixed at mid length of 
the piles, as shown in Figure 12. Half of the pile length is used for the 
stiffness calculation. 
STIFFNESS OF PIER OR BENT 
The stiffness of pier or bent depends upon the shape of deformation and 
the number of columns or bents. The following basic formulae are applied to 
calculate the stiffness. For the case of a bent, the fixed end is assumed to 
be at the mid point of the pile. For the case of partially-fixed ep,~· the 
stiffness is assumed to be only 1/4 of the stiffness of the fully-fixed end. 6 
a. For a flexural type of deformation in the longitudinal direction 
Fully-Fixed End Partially-Fixed End 
3 E LI 3 E LI 
Pier K il K il = = I L3 I 4L 3 
3 ELI 3 ELI 
Bent K II K 
II = = 
I (L/2) 3 I 4(L/2) 3 
b. For a shear type of deformation in the transverse direction 
Fully-Fixed End Partially-Fixed End 
12E LI 12E LI 
Pier K It K 
It = = t L3 t 4L 3 
12E n 12E n 
Bent K It K 
It = = t (L/2) 3 t 4(L/2) 3 
79 
where, 
K the stiffness of pier or bent jn the longitudjoal direction. 
1 
K -the stiffness of pier or bent in the transverse direction, 
t 
E -modulus of elasticity of pier or bent material, 
I -moment of inertia of individual column or pile in the 
11 
longitudinal direction, 
I -moment of inertia of individual column or pile in the 
1t 
transverse direction, 
I: I total moment of inertia of pier or bent in the longitudinal 
11 
direction, 
I:I - total moment of inertia of pier or bent in the transverse 
1t 
direction, 
L - height of pier column or bent pile. 
NATURAL PERIOD OF PIER OR BENT 
According to 
Section 3. 21.1. 3., 
be computed from 
the AASHTO Standard Specification For Highway Bridges~71 
the natural period of vibration of a structure may 
T = 0.32 J W 
n K 
where: 
W- the weight of system, and 
K- the stiffness of system (total static uniform 





Two assumptions are made relative to the weight of the system. One 
considers the weight of pier or bent. The other does not. 
a. W equals the total superstructure weight transmitted to the pier or 
the bent. 
b. W equals the total superstructure weight transmitted to the pier or 
the bent plus one-half of the pier or bent weight 
80 
MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT AT PIER OR BENT TOP 
As described previously, natural period for each pier or bent was 
computed for a combination of eight cases. The combinations are summarized in 
the following diagram. Based upon the pseudo-velocity and pseudo-displacement 
response spectra of a numerically simulated earthquake and the natural period 
of the pier or bent, the displacements at the pier or bent top may be computed 
for eight cases. These cases include two directions, two fixity assumptions, 
self -weight considerations, and their combinations. The largest displacement 
among the eight is chosen as the maximum displacement and is used to judge 
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Without Se If-Weight 
Consideration 
THE MAXIMUM SEISMIC MOMENTS AND SHEAR FORCES 
The maximum seismic moments and shear forces may be computed using the 
maximum dynamic displacement by the following equations: 
For the longitudinal direction: 
(including transverse direction 
of single column pier) 
For the transverse direction: 
3 E I 
M 
11 D = 
x max Lz x max 
3 E I 
v ll D = x max L3 x max 
6 E I 
lt M = __ __:_::._ D 
y max L 2 y max 
v = 
y max 
12 E I 
__ __:l..:.t_ D 
L3 y max 
Total maximum seismic moments and shear forces: 
M (Mz l'/2 
max x max max 
v (Vz 
max x max 
where, 
M -maximum seismic column moment in the 
x max 
direction, 





M - maximum seismic column moment in the transverse direction, 
ymax 
V -maximum seismic column shear force in the transverse 
y max 
direction, 
M - total maximum seismic moment in the column, 
max 
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V - total maximum seismic shear force in the column, 
max 
----------------1&---~ m medtiltiS ef eJa~ee!lfftHmnaaotteePPii<at!., -------------
- moment of inertia of individual column or pile in 
longitudinal direction, 
- moment of inertia of individual column or pile in 
transverse direction, 
L - height of pier column or bent pile, and 




The maximum flexural capacity and shear capacity of a pier column, M 
fsc 
and V may be determined by the reinforced concrete structure theory or 
sse 
steel structure theory based upon the material properties and geometry 
properties of the column. 
A flow chart of the procedures using the pier and bent analysis is 
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SUMMARY 
A span-loss type of bridge collapse due to an earthquake induced pier or 
bent vibration has been formulated. 
If maximum dynamic displacement at the pier or bent top is greater than 
the length of support for the superstructure, a span-loss type of collapse 
will occur. 
If the maximum dynamic moment in a pier column exceeds the maximum 
flexural capacity of the column, it may also lead to collapse of the pier and 
cause collapse of the superstructure which is supported on the pier. 
Earthquake response spectra can be obtained from either the recorded 
earthquake motions or from numerically simulated earthquake motions. One 
response spectrum based on a numerically simulated large New Madrid Earthquake 
in Western Kentucky has been chosen as the analysis response spectrum for the 
calculation of the maximum dynamic displacement and maximum dynamic moment in 
the pier or bent column. 
The single degree of freedom system theory has been applied to estimate 
the dynamic response of the pier or bent to a possible earthquake. The various 
structural models are discussed and a simple procedure to determine the 
maximum dynamic displacement and maximum dynamic moment are presented. 
The analysis is employed to estimate the potential earthquake damages to 
276 bridges on the priority routes in Western Kentucky. 
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APPENDIX C 
RESULTS OF SEISMIC RATING 
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- MAXIMUM DISPL. -





























































































--· SEISMJC Mct.fENJS ••• 
"" My MroW 
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2.65Et0 I 32.396930 









2.80E+O I 34.244557 
4.29Et01 52.511713 





















TilE EARHI'QUAKE MOMENTS AND SHEAR FORCES 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- MAXIMUM DISPI. -












































































































































































































3.48E+O I 42..1572903 
1.89E+Q4 18875.520 
3.08£+01 37.710068 
2.93E+0 I 35.849863 
1.98E+02 247.12683 
3.58E+O I 43.843090 
3.151E+01 42.922329 
1.35E+02 I 64.94558 
3.15E+04 31547.055 
4.65E+02 502.30072 



























4. 77E+04 47665.203 
1.22E+OI 15.2662150 







THE EARHI'QUAKE MOMENIS AND SHFAR FORCES 
IN PIER OOLUMNS AND INTERMEUATE BENTS 

















































US62/US641 TB 1.20 














































US62 TB 12.20 
US62/US64l 3.65 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- MAXIMUM DISPL. -

































































































·· SEISMIC MCMENTS ---

















































































































2.31 E+O I 28.~403 











2.. 73 +02 3.86E+02 472.69632 
3.40 +01 1.72&+02 175.00214 














































3.12E+O 1 38.226176 
THE EARHTQUAKE MOMENTS AND SHEAR FORCES 
IN PIER OOLUMNSAND INTERMEJ:lATE BENTS 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• MAXIMUM DISPL. • 



































































































































































































iMIC SHE.'lR FORCES -
1.47 +01 
3.88 +02 



































1.99£+02 243.43 t 78 















3.!56E+0 I 4:3.566616 
1.41£+04 14128.738 
2.72E+OI 33.341999 















THE EARHTQUAKE MOMENtS AND SHEAR. FORCES 
IN PIER OJLUMNS AND INTERMEDIATE BENTS 
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SPAN-LOSS ATC SPAN-LOSS 
- END SUBSTRUCTURE--
SOLID ABUTMENT END BENT&: a>EN ABUT. 
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SUMMARYRE~T OF SEISMICAw.LWIS 
•••••••. GENERAL INF<:RMATICN-
































































































































































































••.•••• ----- SE1SMICAw.L'YStsRESULTS ----- ••·•••••·• -------------------























SPAN-LOSS I Ate 











































SUMMARY REPORT OF SEISMIC ANAL~IS 
---GENERAL ~TIOO ·· 
































































































































































































































SEISMICANAL~ISRESULTS .................................... . 
-INI'ERMEDIATE SUBSTRUCTURE··· 






SPAN-LOSS I A TC 




















































SUMMARY REPCRT OF SEISMIC ANAL i'SIS 
--------GENERAL ~MATIOO-
COUNTY ROOlE TB MilEPOST NO.SPANS 
HOPK>NS KY109 T.24 5 
HOPK>NS l<Yl09 14.74 11 
HOPK>NS KYI09 16.39 5 
HOPK>NS KY1751 1.14 5 
HOPK>NS US< I 6.13 4 
HOPKINS US41A 0.49 3 
HOPK>NS US41A 0.82 3 
HOPK>NS US41A 3.42 ' HOPKINS U541A TB 5.50 6 
HOPKINS US4JA 6.59 9 
HOPKINS US41A 9.00 3 
HOPKINS US41A 12.65 I 
HOPKINS US4IA 13.11 2 
HOPKINS US4JA 10.55 6 
HOPKINS US41A 15.73 I 
HOPKINS 0562 0.25 3 
LMNOSlON 0560 12.37 15 
LIVmOSTON 0560 16.66 I 
LMNGSlON 0560 21.31 I 
LNINOS10N 0560 25.9S I 
LIVINOSlON 0560 29.00 I 
LMNGSTON US62/US641 0.31 5 
LIVINOSlON US62/US641 0.64 10 
LMNGSTON US62/US641 0.97 5 
LIVINGSTON US62/US641 2.78 12 
LlVINOSTON US62/US641 TB 1.20 3 
LOG<N US<Sl 20.31 3 
LOG<N 0&131 27.41 5 
LOG<N 0&131 X7.73 5 
l.OO.'.N US<Sl 28.91 2 
LOGAN US68/KY80 2.80 2 
i.OG'.N US6B/KY80 9.64 ' l.OG'.N US68/KY80 10.38 I 
LCOAN US66(l<Y80 20.84 2 
l.OG'.N US68/KY80 21.91 5 
l.OG'.N UST9 2.91 5 
l.OO.'.N US79 4.64 3 
l.OG'.N US79 5.93 2 
l.OG'.N US79 9.45 I 
LmN US62 11.60 5 
LmN US62 TB 12.20 ' L>ON US62/US541 2.78 12 
LmN US62/US541 5.65 4 
L>ON US62/US641 TB 6.80 ' 
MARSHALL l<Y40B 8.10 I 
MARSHAlL KY408 8.82 5 
MARSHAlL l<Y408 '·"' 3 
................................... SEISMICANALi'SISRESULlS -- -----····························· 
R 
--INTERMEDIAtE SUBSTRUCTURE-- ----------END SUBSTRUCTURE .......... E 
SFC SINGLE PIER & tXLUMN PU.E BENT SOLID ABUTMENT END BENT & CI'EN ABUT. T 
SPAN SPAN-LOSS Ale SPAN-LOS5 Ale SPAN-LOSS Ale SPAN-LOSS Ale 




c "" c YllS 
c -c "" c NO 
B NO 
c s.s. :NQ' 
B "" B ~:: c s.s. NO': 
B NO 
c "l'ES 
c s.s. NO" 
c 55 NO 
c s.s. NO 
c s.s. NO' 
c .N9. 




B "' B NQ: 
B NO 
A ""' A NO 






B s.s. ~ 
B ;:NQ:; 
c ""' c .Nq 
c NO: 
c "" 
c s.s. :no 
c ""' c ·m
' 
-"' "' 
SUMMARY REPORT OF SEISMIC ANAL Y.SIS 
-------- OENERALINFCRMATICW --




































































































































































































SEISMICANAI.Y.SISRESULTS --- ----- ----------------------
-INTERMEDIATE SUBSTRUCTURE --- -
PIER&: O:X.UMN I PILE BENT 
SPAN-L03S A1C SPAN-L03S A1C 
----------END SUBSTRUCTURE---
SOilD ABUTMENT 
SPAN-L03S I Ate 










































SUMMARY REPCRT OF SEISMIC ANAL 'ffiiS 
-GENERAL INF(lU.fATICfi- I ------- ---------------------------- SEISMICANAL'ffilSRESULTS 
R 
_,_ ____________ INTERMEDIATE SUBSTRUCTURE--------------- __ ,__,. ___ END SUBSTRUCTURE ---------- E 
COUNTY """" TB Mn..EPOST NO.SPANS SPC SINGLE PIER & COLUMN PILE BENT SOUD ABUTMENT END BENT & Cl'EN ABUT. T SPAN SPAN-LOSS ATC SPAN-LOSS ATC SPAN-LOSS ATC SPAN-LOSS ATC 
OHIO KYI36 1.06 4 • :NO 
OHIO KYI36 3.34 5 B ,., 
OHIO KYI36 5.67 2 B '~ 
OHIO KYI$ 6.01 I B s.s. NO·. 
O!ID US231 TB 6.70 ' B _fo9': OHIO 05231 11.46 4 B "' OHIO US231 11.95 4 B NO
OHIO US231 12.30 I B s.s. ::Net 
OHIO US231 13.32 ' B :NQ OHIO US231 13.49 6 B ·'NQ-: 
OHIO US231 13.88 6 B NO:: 
OHIO US231 14.12 ' B YES OHIO US231 15.80 ' B YES OHIO US231 20.311 4 B NO 
TOOO US68{KYB0 1.55 I B s.s. :'NO' 
TOOO US68/KYBO 3.15 I A s.s. NO 
TOOO US68fKYBO 9.10 2 B "' TOOO """ 1.95 ' A "' TOOO US79 1.61 4 A NO 
TRIOO US68/KYIIO 3.11 ' c .... TRIGG • US68/KY80 TB 6.27 32 c m ., TRIGG US68/KY80 10.94 ' c YIIS "' TRlOO US68/KY80 17.89 6 c YES TRJOO US68/KY80 TB 24.50 I c s.s. 1'«:):: 
UMON KYI311 12.54 3 c YES 
UNION KYI311 13.47 3 c YES 
UMCN US60 3.66 3 c ""' UMCN US60 5.20 3 c ""' UNION usoo 6.48 3 c YES 
UNION US60 9.94 I c s.s. NO 
UNION usoo 13.06 3 c "" UMON usoo 14.78 I c s.s. :NO: 
WARREN U5231 15.43 4 A Nb" 
WARREN US231 21.53 3 A YES 
WARREN US231 22.61 3 A ~: 
WARREN US68/KYIIO TB 6.20 4 A NO 
WEBSTER KYI09 1.113 I B s.s. ,~-
WEBSTER KYI09 7.33 5 c YES 
WEBSTER KYI09 10.12 4 c -~-
WEBSTER U541 6.66 3 c rro: 
WEBSTER U541 11.68 4 c :·NO 
APPENDIX J 
RETROFITTING PRIORITY ORDER FOR BRIDGES 
IN PRIORITY ROUTE SYSTEM 
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PRIORITY ORDER OF RETROFlTTING NEEDS FOR BRIDGES 
PRIORITY 
ORDER 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRIORITY ORDER OF RETROPlmNG NEEDS FOR BRIDGES 
PRIORITY ······GENERAL INFORMATION······ RETROF.? 
ORDER MILE No. OF SEISMIC SEISMIC 
COUNTY ROUTE T POST SPANS SPC RATING ANALYSIS 
LOGAN US79 9.43 B 37.5 NO 
MUHLENBERG US431 3.63 B 36.5 NO 
McLEAN K¥136 17.13 B 36.5 NO 
BUTLER US23I 9.92 B 36.5 NO 
BUTLER US231 8.00 B 36.5 NO 
LIVINGSTON usso 29.06 B 36 NO 
OHIO KY136 6.01 B 34.5 NO 
MUHLENBERG US431 13.31 B 34 NO 
CALDWELL KYO! 13.91 B 34 NO 
CHRISTIAN KY91 2.16 A 30.5 NO 
TODD US68/KY80 3.15 A 28.5 NO 
MUHLENBERG KYI76 6.60 A 18 NO 
129 
APPENDIX K 
RETROFITTING PRIORITY ORDER FOR BRIDGES IN EACH COUNTY 
130 

PRIORITY ORDER OF BRIDGE RETROFITTING NEEDS 
FOR EACH COUNTY 
•• PRIORITY ORDER •• •••••••• GENERAL INFORMATION········ 
MILE 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRIORI'IY ORDER OF BRIDGE RETROFITTING NEEDS 
FOR EACH COUN'IY 
•• PRlORI'IY ORDER •• ········GENERAL INFORMATION·····---






































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRIORITY ORDER OF BRIDGE RETROFlTTING NEEDS 
FOR EACH COUNTY 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRIORITY ORDER OF BRIDGE RETROFITTING NEEDS 
FOR EACH COUNTY 
-· PRIORITY ORDER ~- -····-··GENERAL INFORMATION··--···· 
MILE 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRIORI'IT ORDER OF BRIDGE RETROFlTnNG NEEDS 
P'OR EACH COUNTY 
•• PRIORI'IT ORDER •• •••••••• GENERAL INP'ORMATION -······· SEISMIC RETROF.? 
MILE No. OF RATING SEISMIC 
COUN1Y SYSTEM COUN'IY ROUTE TB POST SPANS SPC ANALYSIS 
OHIO US231 20.30 4 B 46.5 NO 
OHIO US231 13.88 6 B 46.5 NO 
OHIO US231 I3.49 6 B 46.5 NO 
OHIO KY136 5.67 2 B 44.5 NO 
OHIO KY136 1.06 4 B 44.5 NO 
OHIO KY136 3.34 5 B 44.5 NO 
OHIO U8231 12.30 B 41.5 NO 
OHIO KY136 6.01 I B 34.5 NO 
OHIO US231 TB 6.70 3 B 49 NO 
TODD US68/KY80 9.10 2 B 48.5 NO 
TODD US79 7.61 4 A 42.5 NO 
TODD U879 1.95 3 A 37.5 NO 
TODD US68/KY80 !.55 B 38.5 NO 
TODD US68/KYBO 3.15 A 28.5 NO 
TRIGG US68/KY80 TB 8.27 32 c 87.5 YES 
TRIGG US68/KYBO 10.94 3 c 72.5 YES 
TRIGG US68/KY80 3.11 3 c 72.5 YES 
TRIGG US68/KY80 17.89 6 c 67.5 YES 
TRIGG US68/KY80 TB 24.50 c 75 NO 
UNION K¥130 12.54 3 c 68 YES 
UNION US60 6.48 3 c 67.5 YES 
UNION US60 13.06 3 c 67.5 YES 
UNION US60 3.66 3 c 67.5 YES 
UNION US60 5.20 3 c 67.5 YES 
UNION K¥130 13.47 3 c 65.5 YES 
UNION US60 14.78 c 40 NO 
UNION US60 9.94 c 40 NO 
WARREN US231 21.53 3 A 36.5 YES 
WARREN US68/KY80 TB 8.20 4 A 41.5 NO 
WARREN US231 15.43 4 A 41.5 NO 
WARREN U8231 22.61 3 A 36.5 NO 
WEBSTER KY109 7.33 5 c 64.5 YES 
WEBSTER KY109 10.72 4 c 64.5 YES 
WEBSTER U841 6.86 3 c 75.5 NO 
WEBSTER US41 11.68 4 c 70.5 NO 
WEBSTER KY109 1.03 B 44.5 NO 
135 
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APPENDIX M 
STATISTICAL AND PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS 





STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SOIL PROPERTIES 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND PROBABILIIT OOSITY 













































St\MPLE 28.755603 31.033374 33.31ll45 35.588916 37.866667 40.144456 42.422229 
































































































































































Willi 95'% CONFIDENCE Fl:ul ~ 0.05 
U"' -1.645 
IN BALLARD COUNIY 






















Y ~ 26.584175 DEGREES 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1: MODIFIED MERCALLI INTENSITY SCALE 
Modilied Merca.lli lnten8ity Scale, 1956 VeTSion 
The following comment!'l by Dr. Richter precede the puhli~hed statement of the intcn~ity 8Cale: 
... Each effect is named at the level of intensity at which it first appear!! f~ently and characteristically. Each cfTect may be found 1e9!! !'llrongly, or in fewer in!ltf'incesf 
at the next lower grade of intensity; more strongly or more oRen at the next higher grade. A few cfrccts arc named at two successive levt'ls to tndicale a more gttadua 
increase. 
Masonry A, B, C, D. To avoid ambiguity of language, the quality of ma!''IOnry, brick or otherwise, is specified by the fo11owing lettering. 
Ma!IOnry A. Good workmanship, mortar, and design; reinforced, especia1ly laterally, and bound together by using 9leel, roncrt'le, etc.; designed to re!'li!!lt 1latentl 
forces. 
Ma!«lnry 8. Good workmanship and mortar. reinforttd by not dc~igned in detail to re~ist lateral force~. 
Ma~nry C. Ordinary work:man!'lhip and mortar; no extreme weakne!'ls like failing to tie corners, but neither reinforced nor designed against horizontal fdrces. 
Maoonry D. Weak materials, such R!il adobe; poor mort.nr; low !i!lnndard!il of workmanship; weak horizontal1y. 
The following Jist represents the twelve grades of the ~ale. 
I. Not felt. Marginal and long~period ciTccLq of large earthquake~. 
II. Felt by perft<ms at reel, on upper floors, or favorable placed. 
Ill. Felt indoon, Hanging objcct.s swing. Vibration like passing of light truck!~!. Duration e!'ltimatcd. May not be reeognized as an earthquake. 
IV. Hanging objects swin_R. Vibration like P.B!'I!'Iinf{ of heayy truck!'!; or !'len!'lntion of a jolt like a heayy bn11 striking the walls. Standing motor cars rock. Windor«s, 
dishes, doors rattle. Glasses clink. Crockery dash<'s. In the upper range of fV wooden wa1ls and frame creak. 
V. Felt outdoor.t; direction estimated. Sleepers awakened. Liquids di!'lturbcd, Mme !'lpilled. Sma11 unstable objcct.!ll di!tplaced or Up!'let. Doon swing, close, open 
Shutters, pictures move. Pendulum clocks stop, start, change rate. 
VI. Felt bv all. Many frightened and run outdool'!'l. Pernomt walk unsteadily. Window~ dish~. gla!'lsware broken! Knickknacks, books, etc., ofT !!!helves. Pictu*IT 
walla. "Furniture moved or overturned. Weak plaster and ma~onry IJ cracked. Small bell~ ring (church, schoo ). Trees, bushes shaken. 
VII. Difficult. to 8land. Noticed b drivel"ft of motor can. Hanging ob ·eel~ quiver. Furniture broken. Damage to muonry 0, indudinK cnck8. Weak chimney!~ b en 
at roof line. FaH of fla~tcr, foo~ bricks, stone!J, tiles, cornices. game cracks in masonry C. Waves on ponds; water turbid with mud. Small slides and cavi g in 
nlong !land or gmve banks. Large bells ring. Concrete irrigation ditches damaged. 
VIII. St.ecrirm of motor can affected. Damage to masonry C; partial collopsc. Some duma~ to masonry R; none to ma!'llttnl)' A. Fall of stucco and I!IDme ma80nr 
walls. Twi!'lting, fa11 of chimneys, factory slach. monumPnL~. Lowers, elevated tank!>:. JO'rame hou~!'l moved on foundabon if not bolted down; looRC panel w)tb; 
thrown out. iJecayed piling broken ofT. Branches broken from trees. Changes in Oow or temperature of springs and welts. Cracks in wet ground and on st~cp 
slopes. 
IX. Geneftll panic. Masonry IJ destroyed; ma!'tanry C heavily damaged, sometimes with complete collaJ)!Ie; ma~onry R !JCriously damaged. Frame stmdures, if lnot 
bolted, 111hifted ofT foundations. Frames crocked. Serious damage to rcscrvoin. Underground pipes broken. Conspicuou!'l cracks in ground. In alluviated arCas 
sand and mud ejected. earthquake fountains. !'iRnd crater. 
X. MoRt ma~nry and frame !rtructure!'l destroyed with their foundations. Some will~built wooden strncturcs and bridges de!'ltm~d. Serious dama_ge to dam!ll,ldike!', 
embankments. Large land slides. Water thrown on banks of canal!'i, river, lakes, etc. Sand and mud !'lhined horizontally on beaches and flat lands.' Rails ~ent 
slightly. 
XI. Rails bent greatly. Underground pipelines comple-tely out of service. 
XII. Damage nearly total. Large rock ma~~~ di~placcd. Lines of !':ighl and level di!':Lorted. Objects thrown in the air. 
APPENDIX 0 
RETROFITTING PRIOIRY ORDER FOR BRIDGES 
IN EACH CORRIDOR 
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